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Innovation comes in
many forms

The water industry is often accused of being poor at innovation. That
may be fair in terms of adopting new technologies and the like (though
innovation exchanges and events are now becoming regular features
of the water calendar). But as a number of our articles this month show,
the sector is actually bristling with fascinating new ideas.

In our first report, starting on p4, WICS chief executive Alan Sutherland shares his thoughts on how the next price review in Scotland
might run. Renowned and widely praised for its embrace of the
negotiated settlement approach at the last review – with full credit
to Scottish Water also for stepping up to the challenge – WICS is
eyeing going even further next time around. Sutherland talks of
enabling local communities to have more ownership of any deal
struck with the water company in 2021-27; of involving customers
in the financing of Scottish Water through a bond or some other
mechanism; even of Scottish Water engaging with those it doesn’t
serve. He’s also keen to put ideas on the table about improving
efficiency, and is countenancing some unusual approaches including giving SEPA and DWQR their own budgets and requiring Scottish
Water to market test any solution it is minded to buy.
The following article, starting on p8, features real innovation too.
Last month, Anglian Water and FTI Consulting published a report
scoping out ideas on multi-sector financing of water supply assets.
At the launch event, it was clear the idea was so new that few of
the stakeholders attending had a clear position on it – some of
the debate was on issues few are likely to have even considered
before. But crucially, everyone wanted to know more.
At a less obvious level, the theme of innovation is evident in
many of the other stories in this issue. New ideas, driven by the
resilience agenda, surfaced at Water UK’s annual leakage conference last month – even though it was the 16th year! See report
starting on p16. On the retail competition side, thought leaders are
now highlighting that preparation isn’t all about technology. Indepen’s Tim Burfoot on p26-27 encourages companies to embrace
the new concepts of retail culture and behaviours. Meanwhile at
a Moody’s conference last month, United Utilities CEO Steve Mogford grappled with the new challenge of access pricing without
RCV allocation.
This doesn’t sound like a
Feedback, comments and
sector that’s poor at innovasuggestions very welcome.
tion to me.
Karma Ockenden, editor,
The Water Report

Contact me on
karma@thewaterreport.co.uk
or 07880 550945.
November 2015
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Customer engagement
to community ownership:
WICS scopes out SRC21
Scotland’s regulator kicks off year-long strategy to inform its
methodology for the next price review. On the agenda: even
deeper customer involvement and better value for money.

T

he Water Industry Commission
for Scotland (WICS) has been
widely praised for its successful
and innovative 2015-21 Strategic
Review of Charges (SRC15) – in particular, for the stance it took on allowing
Scottish Water to negotiate directly with
customers via the Customer Forum (see
box). But far from resting on its laurels,
WICS is already working on a strategy
for the next price review, SRC21, and is
looking to advance the customer agenda
even further and deeper.
Last month, the Commission held the
first of a series of expert advisory panel
sessions, which will inform the development of its methodology for SRC21. The
session was attended by the WICS board,
analysts, some close advisors and the
WICS Advisory Panel – a group of experts
who will provide comment, challenge and
insight on the regulator’s proposals for
how the regulatory framework should be

Upcoming panel meetings

When

Topics for discussion

January 2016

Enhancing the financial tramlines approach
Involving customers in sustainable
financing
Financial stability - financial accountability and incentives
Capital (service level) maintenance –
long term financing to maintain levels
of service

Early March 2016 Monitoring performance - improving
the current regime
Early June 2016

Cost reflectivity of wholesale charges improving understanding of wholesale
costs by area

September 2016

Draft methodology statement - panel
comment
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enhanced. On the panel are Stephen Littlechild, Julian Franks, Tim Tutton, Steve
Johnson, Nick Pollard and Keith Harris.
The Scottish Government and Scottish
Water also joined the discussion, which
was chaired by Tom Sharp QC.
The current advisory panel will play a
similar role to a WICS panel established
at the start of the last price review. Gordon Hughes, now WICS chair, Julian
Franks and Keith Harris were leading
participants in that original panel and
provide for some continuity of thinking.
Four specific issues were discussed in
the first meeting (see commentary below), and the intention is to hold three
more sessions between now and summer 2016 – as detailed in the table. After
that, WICS will prepare a draft methodology statement and hold one final panel
meeting in September 2016 to discuss it.
It expects to publish its methodology in
October 2016.
WICS chief executive Alan Sutherland
explains the intention is very much to
build on what was achieved in SRC15;
all involved parties agree the last review
was very successful. But WICS can identify, with the benefit of hindsight, where
it thinks further improvements can be
made. Also, new challenges have crystallised since the methodology for the last
control was formulated and need to be
addressed (see box, Upcoming challenges, p7).
Learn and develop
So the advisory panel sessions are being
held to enhance an already successful
regulatory framework and explore how
best the framework can: balance competing demands, deliver better decisions
through better understanding of costs

and risks, reduce complexity, promote
more effective customer engagement,
improve efficiency, encourage innovation
and contribute towards financial sustainability and affordability.
Scottish Water has embraced the regulator’s approach. Tom Harvie Clark, head
of strategy and economic regulation at
Scottish Water, says: “We very much welcome the constructive and inclusive approach our economic regulator, the Water Industry Commission for Scotland, is
taking in developing the methodology for
the regulatory period that will commence
in 2021. We share an ambition for the
Scottish water industry to have customers at the heart of the industry, delivering
leading performance while maintaining
affordable charges.”
To inform the panel debates, Sutherland
set down his thoughts on how the regulatory framework should be enhanced in a
series of papers. Two main themes shine
through.
From customer to community
The first is that company accountability
to customers must be paramount and, to
that end, that customer engagement must
get more granular and take on a community-level focus. Sutherland explains:
“Scottish Water [must] ‘own’ its relationship with its customers – it should not
stand behind government, quality regulators or WICS when it comes to explaining
or justifying its actions. Similarly, customers should feel like Scottish Water is delivering the services that they want at prices
that they understand and consider to be
reasonable. In short, customers should
feel like they ‘own’ the deal that is struck
with Scottish Water.”
In stark contrast to Ofwat chief executive
THE WATER REPORT
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Cathryn Ross who has reservations about
negotiated settlements (see report, page
22), Sutherland wholeheartedly stands
behind the SRC15 Customer Forum approach. He says: “In my view, the regulator
should nudge or cajole the regulated company to deliver what its customers expect
within the broader governance and regulatory framework. Requiring the regulated
company to reach agreement with its customers or the communities that it serves,
within appropriate ranges determined by
the regulator, appears to remove, or at least
substantially reduce, the risk of a descent
into central planning. It is also likely to reduce the costs of regulation.”
In pursuit of closer company/customer
ties, Sutherland advocates a move towards
community ownership of service priorities and charges. He explains the Customer Forum was not a representative body
but “more a jury” which gleaned evidence
for its priorities from research, meetings
and information provided by Scottish Water and WICS. This could be built on for
SRC21 by gathering views of communities at a “truly local level” using new tools
including social media and community
visits. Sutherland explains: “Take odour,
for instance. At a local level, that can be a
really big deal but nationally, it doesn’t af-

fect many people. How can we ensure that
community priority is captured?”
He notes there may well be quite different priorities for different communities
and “as a minimum, these different priorities should be reflected in the resources
committed to improving levels of service
to customers. This would help ensure that
local communities were more bought into
the process and ‘owned’ the outcome”.
In developing customer side arrangements for SRC21, all stakeholders will
need to be mindful of the wider consumer
scene in Scotland. The Scotland Bill 201516 will transfer powers over consumer advocacy and advice, and elements of competition policy, to the Scottish Parliament.
At the end of last month, an independent
Working Group on Consumer and Competition Policy, set up by the Scottish
Government, recommended a new body
– provisionally called Consumer Scotland
– be established. This would develop a coherent consumer strategy that empowers,
informs and protects consumers.
Sutherland comments: “The Smith
Commission proposals for additional
devolved powers looks set to change the
consumer landscape in Scotland. We will
look to work with government in its implementation of these new responsibili-

ties. This may well mean an extension to
the role of the Customer Forum. Ideally,
it should work with government, Scottish
Water and other stakeholders to establish
an appropriate degree of local focus. It
should assess and prioritise the views of
these communities and maximise their

The quality regulator
that faces a defined budget
is likely to prioritise
differently than one which
focuses principally on
maximising compliance at
the end of pipe.
inclusion in their agreement with Scottish
Water – within the ranges set by the Commission. This is a move from customer to
community. It is a move from engagement to ownership – or from ‘customer
engagement’ to ‘community ownership’.”
Customer finance
In his discussion papers, Sutherland puts
forward a number of other interesting

SRC15: innovation and success
SRC15-21 contained a number of successful innovations, including:
❙ The Customer Forum: This was established by a cooperation agreement
between Consumer Focus Scotland, Scottish Water and WICS. It comprised nine members, including chairman Peter Peacock. The Commission’s statutory duty is to set charges at “the lowest reasonable overall
cost” to Scottish Water of delivering the objectives of Scottish ministers
and within the principles of charging set by the ministers. The remit of the
Forum was to try and agree what was “reasonable”.
All parties agree a number of WICS’ actions facilitated the Forum
and company coming to effective agreement. In particular, it issued a
series of decisions as Information Notes during the process, setting the
parameters within which the Forum and Scottish Water could negotiate
on material inputs including operating expenditure, capital expenditure
and efficiency.
WICS also empowered customers by making it clear that if they were able
to reach agreement with Scottish Water, it would adopt that agreement
as its draft determination. It honoured that commitment.
The Commission says more was achieved for customers because of
the Customer Forum process than would have been achieved through a
normal price review:
•Scottish Water offered up more capital expenditure efficiency than the
Commission could have included in setting prices.
•More steps were agreed in relation to improvements in customer service.
•Scottish Water and the Customer Forum were able to agree to set
nominal increases in charges for the first three years of the current regulatory period. They were also able to agree that Scottish Water accepted
a smaller increase in its charges in the final year of the 2010-15 regulatory
THE WATER REPORT	

control period.
❙ Financial tramlines: these put a cap and a collar on Scottish Water’s
financial strength. The aim was to put Scottish Water more in control of the
management of its finances and to make financial performance more
transparent.
❙ Innovation: innovative projects were allowed to be ring fenced and
considered in the round as a portfolio of risks.
❙ New measures of customer service: Scottish Water and the Customer
Forum agreed a range of new customer service measures, including a
SIM-like measure of customer experience and a “high esteem” test.
In addition to these factors, Scottish Water has identified a number of
other factors it considers to have been critical to the success of SRC15:
•Its development of long term strategic projections setting out the key
challenges and opportunities facing Scotland’s water industry in the next
two to three decades, and Scottish Water’s long term strategy in the light
of these.
•The company having ownership of its business plan.
•The Quality & Standards process: this is led by the Scottish Government
and involves all key stakeholders, notably SEPA and DWQR. The purpose
is to reach agreement on the quality standards that Scottish Water must
deliver.
•A rolling investment programme which looked six years ahead but with a
mid-period investment review to finalise the set of outputs to be taken forward in the final three-years of the period. Scottish Water says: “This allows
studies to establish the need and options for resolution to be completed
before commitments are made to both expenditure and outputs and so
avoids locking-into solutions too early.”
November 2015
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ideas on how Scottish Water might build
stronger relationships with customers. He
questions whether customers and communities could get involved in the financing of Scottish Water through a customer
bond or other similar mechanism. He
cites examples from a number of other
sectors including Ovo Energy, which pays
2% interest on the credit balance of a customer. “Why should Scottish Water not
do something similar?”
Sutherland also puts forward the idea
that Scottish Water should develop closer
ties with non household customers served
by licensed providers and with those who
are prospective customers. He explains:
“For example, we are aware that there is
a growing frustration in some more rural
areas that they cannot be connected to
the current network of Scottish Water at
a reasonable cost. There may be less traditional approaches that could be adopted
and ultimately supervised by Scottish Water that could address this issue.” The idea
is that the company would gain a better

Requiring the regulated
company to reach agreement
with its customers or the
communities that it serves,
within appropriate ranges
determined by the regulator,
appears to remove, or at
least substantially reduce,
the risk of a descent into
central planning
6
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understanding of the long term expectations of all water users so it can develop
the services that may be required at prices
that the customers are willing to pay.
Best value for money
Sutherland’s second major theme is delivering more for less – or more accurately
perhaps, delivering more for the same
amount. He says: “Customers like stable
bills. So if we accept that prices won’t vary
much, it’s about what you get for the money spent, not how big that pot of money
is. We need to ensure we get as much as
we can.”
To this end, he scopes out the prospect
of more clarity on the costs of individual
services and on how these costs are recovered. A number of questions are in play
here including: should charges be cost
reflective? Should drainage be charged for
separately and if so how? Should customers be metered? Sutherland says a greater
understanding of costs would substantially reduce the risk of allocative inefficiency
and would enable price signals to be sent
to users to develop more innovative approaches to water use.
The end game is more efficiency, delivered through innovation and smarter
working. WICS comments: “As pressure
on public expenditure continues to grow,
identifying value for money alternatives
to standard capital expenditure solutions
will only increase in importance.”
Alongside these overarching themes,
Sutherland presented some specific ideas
to last month’s panel meeting for open debate and suggestion.
Moving the timeline
SRC15 broke the mould in that WICS
took key decisions early and communicated them via Information Notes. Typically, regulators publish their price decisions less than six months before charges
are scheduled to take affect, leaving little
time for companies to prepare actual delivery plans, and potentially resulting in
sharp bill changes for customers. WICS
advocates bringing the entire SRC process
forward a year, meaning Scottish Water
would receive its final determination 18
months before charges are scheduled to
start. Among other benefits, this would
allow Scottish Water more time for preparation and market testing of solutions,
and smooth the transition between price
periods.

In its initial observations, Scottish Water notes advancing the timetable by a
year would shorten the time available for
studies, scoping, trials and options costing. “This would substantially reduce the
robustness of the options that could be
brought for consideration to both quality
regulators and to customers.” It adds that
work would clash with the mid-period
investment review: “To publish a draft
business plan in October 2018, the investment plan for 2021-27 would need to be
agreed with the quality regulators only a
few months after the finalisation of IR18.”
The company concludes the SRC15
process effectively advanced the review
by nine months and delivered the benefits of an advanced settlement, including the consideration of market based
testing elements. “This was achieved
without some of the above consequences
and considerations that might arise from
a requirement to bring an agreement further forward in time within the review
process.”
Risk and quality regulation
WICS notes the water industry is characterised by a low appetite for risk, and that
as a regulator it sought to remove constraints on innovation at SRC15 using a
number of mechanisms. It says that while
Scottish Water’s business plan contained
some good examples of innovation, the
company did not take full advantage of
the initiatives on the table. WICS accepts
some responsibility for this – for instance
because Scottish Water did not have much
time to embed the new incentives into its
business planning process.
For SRC21, WICS wants to improve its
process to make it clearer that Scottish
Water can reasonably pursue innovative
activities and initiatives with longer-term
payback periods. It says: “Scottish Water
should simply have to identify specific expenditure relating to innovative and ring
fenced solutions in its business plan and
justify its assumptions on risks, payback
and costs in order that the approach be
funded.”
It puts forward for consideration a
“portfolio approach” that allows Scottish
Water to choose how best to combine
higher cost, lower risk solutions and lower cost, higher risk solutions for a given
budget. This approach would feature an
allowance for reserve funds beyond the
immediately required cash resources so
THE WATER REPORT
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Upcoming challenges
Among the new challenges on the horizon for Scotland’s Water sector are:
❙ Quality standards. The company says: “We have been monitoring developments relating to European Directives. The Water Framework Directive
in particular could drive significant expenditure given its deadline of 2027
and the Scottish Government’s target for 97% of water bodies in Scotland
to achieve good status. The Priority Substances Directive is another source
of potential pressure.”
❙ Resilience: the need to build greater resilience into the service levels that
are offered to customers.
❙ Affordability: there is little evidence that customers are willing to see their
bills increase above the rate of inflation.
❙ Government funding: stakeholders must be mindful of continuing pressure on the public expenditure that the Scottish Government may have
available.
❙ PFI contracts: The financial impact of three important Private Finance

the company could pay for remedial solutions where higher risk solutions do not
work as intended.
The Commission also wants to foster
a more coordinated approach to innovation across the industry and puts forward
a radical plan to further the role played
by quality regulators DWQR and SEPA
in ensuring that Scottish Water does not
only meet statutory requirements and
achieve full compliance, but does so in the
most cost effective way. Quality regulators
traditionally play the role of “policeman,”
checking Scottish Water is compliant with
obligations but with no involvement in assessing the cost of proposed solutions, or
the cost and risk trade-offs of alternative
approaches.
Under a new approach proposed by
WICS, SEPA and DWQR would be allocated a fixed budget each for environmental and drinking water quality work
for the regulatory control period and empowered to allocate it between competing
priorities and in making more effective
trade-offs within a catchment. So, for example, if recompensing farmers to reduce
the use of phosphorus could result in a
less demanding treatment level that was
cheaper to maintain and a saving could
be made, this money would be available
to the regulator to pursue additional improvements. Scottish Water would set
out estimates of cost and risk for required
improvements. SEPA and DWQR would
review the risk-adjusted costs of each potential approach and make trade offs.
Sutherland says: “The quality regulator
that faces a defined budget is likely to prioritise differently than one which, for example, focuses principally on maximising
compliance at the end of pipe.”
THE WATER REPORT	

Initiative projects whose contracts are due to expire in the 2021-27 period
may create both opportunities and challenges.
❙ Future generations: how much should the current generation of customers contribute and what legacy should it leave for future generations?
Scottish Water comments: “In our view the Strategic Review of Charges
for 2021 will need to focus primarily on identifying and addressing the risks
to sustaining high levels of service to customers and compliance with the
Water Framework and other Directives”. It has developed “a company
approach to risk appetite” and is developing processes to establish which
services are most at risk from asset failure. A major piece of work being
undertaken is a study of each of its 47 water supply systems serving more
than 15,000 customers to determine the risk of long term interruptions to
water supply. More broadly, Scottish Water is undertaking or plans to undertake extensive studies to support SRC21 decision making, including on
legislative compliance and updating its strategic projections.

Sutherland notes the approach may
“not be that far from the ideas of [Dieter]
Helm; it’s about getting the best outcomes
across a catchment”. This potentially puts
Scottish Water in the frame to act as System Operator – coordinating rather than
designing and managing each initiative.
WICS acknowledges the new approach
is not without its challenges. Scottish Water insists it has acted on the SRC15 incentives, including to “restructure its organisation and approach to facilitate not
only operating solutions where they are
feasible, but also more innovative thinking and solutions”. But nonetheless it welcomes WICS’ move to support further innovation and risk management.
On involving quality regulators more, it
welcomes the development of an understanding of risk appetite across the stakeholders. However it stresses the strength
of the existing Quality and Standards process and draws attention to existing work
to address some of the issues WICS identifies as needing attention.
Efficient procurement
WICS’ final October paper proposes
an efficient procurement obligation be
placed on Scottish Water to ensure it always chooses the best value for money
solution. The paper spells out what this
would mean: “Scottish Water would be
challenged to ‘market test’ its preferred
solutions for meeting certain outcomes
before committing any expenditure.”
WICS proposes the change for a number of reasons. Its existing benchmarking approach with English companies
has run its course, and it considers that
while the framework agreement approach to procurement may offer best

value for money on average, “it is unlikely that such arrangements could ever
result in the optimal solution being adopted for each individual project; there
is a difference between the best overall
student in the class and the best physicist.” The Commission also believes that
uncertainty around climate change and
resilience will necessitate a more flexible
approach in which there is a market for
ideas as well as for solutions defined by
Scottish Water.
The paper scopes out a number of plausible tender models the company could
adopt and provides examples of potential
areas of benefit – for example, improving the quality of private water supplies
may be more cost effectively delivered
by a community effort than by the water
company. However it also acknowledges
the challenges such an approach would
pose and calls for suggestions for alternative means of promoting procurement
efficiency.
In response, Scottish Water provides
evidence supporting its preference for
alliance partnering first and foremost:
“Our experience is that market testing
in the form of competitive tenders has a
role in the selection of appropriate alliance partners or large complex projects,
but that competitive tenders are not the
sole or most appropriate answer to delivering the best outcomes for customers
because of the dis-benefits of falling participation rates and their consequences
in reducing options and cost effective
solutions.”
A number of financial issues will be in
the spotlight in January when the Advisory Panel, the regulator, the company and
the government next meet. TWR
November 2015
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Fund

crowding
Anglian Water commissioned FTI Consulting to explore whether
and how water supply assets could in future be financed by
multiple parties from multiple sectors. Many models are possible,
but all need regulatory and legal barriers to be removed.

W

ater supply assets could in future be financed by
stakeholders from multiple sectors using multiple models – but only if regulatory and legal
barriers are addressed. That is the conclusion of
a report, Financing multi sector water supply assets, commissioned by Anglian Water and released last month by FTI Consulting.
Working alongside other East of England water companies
and large water users, Anglian is considering the potential for
multi-sector collaboration in meeting supply side challenges
through Water Resources East Anglia (WREA), a new regional
approach (see box, p10). As part of its work, WREA is looking at
the desirability and practicality of developing multi-sector water

supply assets (MSWSAs). These could take a variety of forms –
for instance, a reservoir, a water transfer scheme, water recycling,
desalination or potentially even branching into payments for
ecosystem services areas. What sets MSWSAs apart from traditional supply side assets is that a water company would not act
alone in planning and delivering them. Instead, they would work
collaboratively with neighbouring water companies, customers
and others to develop multi-sector solutions that could deliver
benefit to all. Moreover, the assets could provide both public water supplies (PWS) and supplies to other water users (non-PWS).
Anglian commissioned FTI to identify different options that
may be available for financing MSWSAs; to undertake an initial
evaluation of which of these options might be most appropriate;

FTI recommendations on regulatory and legal change
❙ Water Supply Licensing regime: government
and Ofwat need to take steps to ensure WSL
arrangements are capable of accommodating
MSWSAs.
❙ Specified Infrastructure Provider regime: the
government should take steps to ensure the SIP
regime (which was applied to the Thames Tideway) is capable of accommodating MSWSAs.
❙ Regulatory accounting: To encourage a range
of stakeholders to participate in MSWSA projects,
Ofwat should review regulatory accounting rules
to enable any resulting benefits to be shared between different water users and investors. Ofwat
should also ensure the rules provide clarity about
how water companies can demonstrate any
contracts with MSWSAs reflect market prices.
❙ Bulk supplies: The rules around Bulk Supply
Agreements may influence the terms and conditions on which a MSWSA could enter into long
term contracts with water users. DEFRA should
consider the applicability of bulk supply rules to
contracts between a JV or SPV and a statutory
8
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water company. These may need to be clarified
by legislation. Ofwat should consider whether
its bulk supply guidance, and any relevant
charging codes and rules, are fit for applying to
MSWSAs.
❙ Pipe laying and compulsory purchase powers:
the pipe laying and land acquisition powers of
statutory water companies would not be available to any legal entity other than the statutory
water company – even two water companies
working together purely for PWS purposes – as
this would involve a legal entity separate from
the statutory water company financing the
MSWSA. Nor would a single statutory water
company undertaking unregulated activities
(such as supply of water to farmers for reasons
other than public water supply) be able to exercise its pipe laying and land acquisition powers
in relation to all aspects of the MSWSA. The
government should clarify whether companies’
pipe laying and compulsory purchase powers
are appropriate for MSWSAs, particularly where

the only parties to a MSWSA are statutory water
companies.
❙ Abstraction reform: the abstraction licensing
regime may place restrictions on the ability
of different users of water from the MSWSA to
trade water rights with each other, potentially
reducing the attractiveness of participating
and preventing some of the benefits of the
project (such as more efficient use and allocation of water) from being realised. This issue is
likely to affect all of the financing options, but
different types of MSWSA are subject to different types of abstraction licensing rules. DEFRA
and the EA should ensure that the abstraction
licensing regime supports MSWSAs (of various
types) and promotes water trading. Reforms
should be flexible as possible, and prior to the
enactment of any new regime, DEFRA should
ensure that the abstraction licensing regime is
modified to provide more clarity and predictability about the process of transferring licences
between parties.
THE WATER REPORT

Summary of MSWSA options and assumed cost of capital
Description

Finance
type

1. Single
water
company

A single water company finances, builds and Corporate
finance
operates the MSWSA through existing debt
and equity sources as well as self-generated
funds. The asset would cater for public water
supplies and other uses - e.g. irrigation.

3.57%

2. Multisector JV

A group of water users (eg supermarkets,
farmers, power companies) invest alongside
a statutory water company through a joint
venture arrangement to finance, build and
operate the MSWSA.

JV finance

3.87%

3. Special
purpose
vehicle

An independent SPV is established to
finance, build and operate the MSWSA,
using project finance. A range of investors
could be involved, including infrastructure
and pension funds.

Project
finance

4.19%

4.
Regulated/
unregulated
split

The MSWSA could be split into two separate
projects: one corporate- financed by a
water company for public water supply
(PWS) purposes; the other JV-financed by
other parties for non PWS purposes.

Corporate 3.62%
finance /JV
finance

5. Pre/post
construction
split

Similar to Thames Tideway arrangements,
preparatory work for the asset could be
done by a water company before other
parties undertake construction and
operation.

Corporate
finance/
project
finance

4.11%

6. Statutory
water
company JV

Two or more water companies form a JV to
finance the MSWSA for PWS purposes only.

Corporate
finance

3.53%

7. Water
company
investor JV

The parent companies of two or more water
companies form a JV to finance the MSWSA
outside the regulated company ring fence

JV finance

3.73%

and to identify any barriers to implementation posed by existing
regulatory and legal arrangements.
FTI identified seven potential financing options. These are set
out in the table, together with a notional real pre-tax weighted
average cost of capital (WACC) for each. (Note: WACCs are
based on high-level, theoretical assumptions drawn from independent estimates of the cost of capital from other projects
which may be similar to MSWSAs. FTI stresses actual WACCs
may be higher or lower than those theoretically assumed, depending on the actual regulatory and contractual arrangements
eventually applied to MSWSAs). Each of the seven options falls
into one of three general financing approaches:
❙ Corporate finance – where an existing company funds a project using internally generated company funds and/or through
the raising of new debt and equity. In this instance, the project
will be wholly owned by the company and be included within
the company’s balance sheet.
❙ Project finance – this typically involves the creation of a separate project company financed with non-recourse debt (i.e. debt
not secured by guarantees from sponsoring shareholders).
❙ Joint venture finance – this typically allows funding from two
or more parties through the establishment of a separate legal entity using equity and/or debt funding.
THE WATER REPORT	

Real pretax WACC
(assumed)

Best options?
Anglian Water hosted a launch event last month where FTI director and report author Anthony Legg presented the key findings to senior representatives from water companies, Ofwat,
DEFRA, investors, water users and other interested stakeholders. The intention of the presentation was essentially to stimulate
stakeholder interest and to share thoughts at a high level rather
than to pin down precise positions; the whole concept of MSWSAs is new here so both the report and the discussion need to be
seen as starting points for further debate.
Delegates displayed an appetite to explore the possibilities offered by multi-sector collaboration further, and to take this involvement beyond the realms of finance alone. There was agreement that the time was right to look at the issues thrown up by the
report in more detail, particularly in light of ongoing market reforms in the water sector and the growing focus on resilience and
long term approaches to delivering environmental improvements.
With respect to the seven options put forward for discussion
by FTI, the most striking aspect of the debate was the broad recognition among stakeholders that no single option was the right
solution; different models could be suited to different situations.
Delegates expressed a view that there was no need to back a winner now; rather options should be kept open as understanding of

Rob Wilson / Shutterstock.com

Option for
delivering
MSWSA
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the multi-sector approach matures and further innovative thinking should be embraced – maybe even beyond the range of options put forward in the report for discussion.
Legg pointed out that options involving corporate financing
by statutory water companies either alone or in partnership
(options 1 and 6) – are likely to be lowest cost and, with predominantly regulated revenue streams, may achieve a smoother
impact on payments from water users, including bills paid by
customers of statutory water companies. According to the report: “Following from this logic, the proportion of the water
from a MSWSA that would be supplied to statutory water companies is likely to influence the optimal financing structure: the
higher the proportion, the lower the risk of the project is likely
to be (as the cash flows of the project are likely to be less volatile)
and the more likely it is that the lower costs of corporate financing will outweigh any potential benefits from project finance or
multi-sector JV options. Also, the smaller a MSWSA project is,
relative to the statutory water companies considering investing
in it, the more likely it is that a corporate finance approach will
be feasible.”
However, it notes also that there could well be circumstances
where options outside the corporate finance bracket would be the
best choice – for instance, where a project would be unlikely to
proceed without the financial engagement of multiple partners.
It added: “Furthermore, it is more likely that special purpose vehicle (SPV) and multi-sector JV approaches lend themselves better to larger projects, as the additional transaction costs of SPVs
and multi-sector JVs would be proportionally less compared to
the costs of the project as a whole, and the co-ordination and risk
mitigation effects would be greater.”
It is clear, though, that the feasibility of a MSWSA financed by
any of the means described will hinge on how a number of key
issues are treated. These are explored below.
Regulatory and legislative barriers
One of the most compelling messages from the report is that significant legal and regulatory barriers will need to be addressed
for any form of MSWSA to proceed, though some financing options are clearly more heavily affected than others. FTI, building
on advice from Anglian’s in-house legal team, makes a series of
recommendations for regulatory and legislative policy change to
make pursuit of further MSWSA work feasible. These are set out
in the box on p8.

While the changes recommended are extensive, it is worth
noting that the multi-sector financing debate stoked by Anglian has never been considered in detail in the UK water sector before, so the barriers and obstacles are only just emerging.
Therefore there is no implication in the report that these should
have been addressed earlier. In fact, the mood on the issue of
obstacles at the launch event was optimistic. There was a shared
understanding that the regulatory and legal barriers do not appear insurmountable and that some are already being addressed.
For instance, if handled well, abstraction reforms will encourage
water trading, which in turn should improve the use of a scarce
resource and create a price for water which would underline its
value and inform investment decisions. Water trading should
also increase flexibility, help mitigate risks and make long term
contracts more viable. Moreover, one participant pointed out
that the Thames Tideway Tunnel experience had shown a bespoke regulatory and legal framework can be designed and successfully implemented.
There was broad agreement too that it would be challenging to
understand which barriers are most significant and hence which
should be prioritised. The FTI report suggests the most immediate
priority may be to consider what changes to statutory water companies’ pipe laying and land acquisition powers would be needed
to enable the financing of a MSWSA by a JV between two statutory water companies. As part of the launch discussion, the point
was made that we need to know more before we develop a rigid
programme of action, and that in the meantime, barriers are best
addressed in a way that keeps the widest range of options open.
End user charges
Where appropriate, the cost of financing a MSWSA would be
passed on to customers. The report evaluates the cost to users of
water from a hypothetical project of each type through consideration of the Net Present Value of the profile of payments from
water users over time for each financing option. They key input
is the cost of capital, which will vary under each option according to its risk profile.
This suggests the options with the lowest WACC and hence the
lowest end user cost may be preferable. The FTI report observes
JV and project finance are likely to be more expensive than the
standard corporate finance approach for a number of reasons,
including the additional cost of negotiating a bespoke set of contractual arrangements, monitoring the project and increased

Water Resources East Anglia
Water Resources East Anglia draws together a range of organisations to work collaboratively towards securing sustainable
and resilient water supply and stewardship
for the East of England. The ambition is to
develop a regional water resources strategy which may lead to proposals to plan,
fund, deliver and maintain – in partnership – a new large-scale water resource of
one sort or another, or to support further
changes to the efficient use of existing
resources.
WREA is chaired by local agriculture and
rural property specialist Henry Cator and
10
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along with Anglian, its leadership group
comprises water companies Affinity, Essex
& Suffolk, Cambridge, Severn Trent and
Thames; Local Enterprise Partnerships;
the Environment Agency; green groups,
the University of East Anglia, the National
Farmers Union, Country Land and Business
Association and Sainsbury’s.
The initiative is a response to the challenge of ensuring supply continues to meet
demand in light of climate change and
population growth – an industry wide challenge that is particularly acute in East Anglia because it is one of the driest regions

in the UK and one of the fastest growing.
In addition, some of the most productive
farmland in the country is to be found in
the east of England, and consequently
the area is home to many in the intense
agricultural production and food processing sectors, both of which are large water
consumers. Despite these intense pressures
on demand, Anglian also needs to reduce
abstractions to meet the Habitats and Water Framework Directives. In a worst case
scenario, it may lose up to 500Ml/d over 25
years – half the water it currently puts into
supply.
THE WATER REPORT
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investor due diligence which is likely to be needed. Reduced
recourse to shareholders for debt investors could also increase
the cost of debt. However, FTI also observes that JV and project
finance arrangements may be able to achieve additional benefits
relative to corporate financing by aligning the interests of
multiple stakeholders more closely. Until the regulatory and contractual arrangements associated with
each model are known, WACC projections
can only be assumptions and the potential
additional benefits of JVs and project
finance cannot be assessed with precision.
Worthy of note is that the WACCs assumed for each of the seven options
are reasonably tightly grouped
and that no option has produced a WACC as low as the
2.5% recently achieved for the
Thames Tideway Tunnel following market testing of its financing costs. The Tideway benefits
from government guarantees which would lower the cost of
capital required by the market, but those guarantees are specifically to underwrite the unusual and high risks of a huge tunnel
snaking under London. Guarantees should not be needed
for a lower risk project and it will be interesting to see
the WACCs achieved by any other projects that follow
under the Specified Infrastructure Projects Regulations.
Other end user considerations relevant to MSWSAs include how user charges are structured and quality
of service. User charges could reflect water usage, or be fixed
based on water rights acquired, or some combination. On quality of service, FTI says more complex financing structures would
need to show service quality was being appropriately managed,
but that “greater co-ordination between different stakeholders
under the JV and project finance options could lead to more tailored packages of products being available to water users.”
Stakeholder/investor appetite
Existing investors in the water industry hold Regulatory Capital
Value dear and so are likely to inherently favour RCV based investments. More complex investment vehicles may not therefore
be able to access the same sources as traditional water company
investments. They may however attract alternative sources of
capital. So investors willing to invest in JVs and SPVs could be,
but would not necessarily be, different to those willing to invest
through a corporate financing option.
As part of its research, FTI gauged the appetite for collaboration in a water supply asset from a number of different East of
England stakeholders, particularly those involved with WREA.
These included statutory water companies beyond Anglian, the
agriculture and food production sectors, power generators, infrastructure funds and debt investors. It focused on the risks and
opportunities associated with MSWSAs and the attractiveness
of, and the barriers that may exist to, participating in MSWSAs
under the different financing options.
It found water companies to be “generally enthusiastic” but a
mixed response from other water users in terms of being prospective users of a MSWSA or investors in one. According to
THE WATER REPORT	

FTI, some were enthusiastic but others
more cautious. Some highlighted alternative
approaches to securing supplies. “These alternatives were likely to affect their willingness to
contribute towards the costs of the infrastructure (including any connection costs associated with new distribution pipelines),” the report notes.
There were encouraging signs from the pure investors
whose views were sought. Both infrastructure funds and debt
investors indicated that they might be interested in investing in
MSWSAs, subject to satisfactory regulatory and contractual arrangements being put in place. However, FTI notes: “Existing
debt investors may be concerned about the companies they have
lent to getting involved in new activities with a different risk profile. Existing debt investors will want to be protected against new
risks associated with MSWSAs, so they may prefer an option
which is off balance-sheet i.e. project finance, or a JV without
recourse to the parent companies.”
For water companies operating within whole business securitisation structures, it is likely that it would be costly and difficult
to alter terms and conditions if MSWSAs (which would involve
some unregulated activity, but which is constrained by securitization structures) were to be delivered within the regulatory
ring-fence. The report sensibly concludes that the attractiveness
of different financing options to different investor groups needs
to be explored further.
And that is a sentiment that is echoed throughout the project.
The need for further exploration of multi sector approaches is
clear. Anglian Water and WREA have started a debate that has a
long way to run. TWR
❙ The report, Financing multi sector water supply assets, is available at http://www.anglianwater.co.uk/_assets/media/Financing_Multi-Sector_Water_Supply_Assets_2015.pdf
❙ See feature p12-15 on Thames Water’s water resource strategy
November 2015
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Severe supply interruptions in London
could cost £330m a day and deal
a body blow to the heart of the UK
economy. Thames Water makes the
case for a more flexible water resources
planning methodology, minimum
standards on resilience and a National
Policy Statement for water to smooth its
path to supply enhancement.

T

hames’ Water Resources Management Plan for 20152040 (WRMP14) was approved by DEFRA in July 2014
and published shortly after. It makes for distinctly uncomfortable reading, with demand in London forecast
to outstrip supply by 2025, where no allowance is taken for
planning uncertainty. If uncertainty is factored in, there is an
imbalance in London from 2015 onwards (see box).
Water resources are under severe pressure from both population growth and climate change. Summer rainfall is forecast to
decline by 18% by the middle of the century and summers look
set to get hotter, on top of which the company may have to make
further sustainability reductions.
On population growth, the capital’s population recently passed
its 1939 peak of 8.6m and continues to grow. Richard Aylard,
Thames Water’s external affairs and sustainability director, says
the company is in ongoing discussions with the Greater London Authority on exactly how many people it needs to cater for.
“There is huge difference between their [the GLA’s] three 2050
scenarios [low 9.5m; central 11.3m; and high 13.4m]. Historically, population has always grown faster than forecast. And our
12
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WRMP estimates are on the conservative side.”
Thames has of course set out how it plans to manage these
challenges in WRMP14 – initially by focusing on managing demand down and later on by enhancing resources. But in the 12
months since the plan was finalised, the situation has already
altered. Aylard explains: “Demand is already higher by 65Ml/d
than in the plan. There is headroom in the plan so it can cope,
but obviously that’s already been eroded.”
WRMP14 was risk tested against different foreseeable scenarios to examine its robustness against future uncertainty. The
plan for the Thames Valley area is robust to all main risks while
the plan for London is robust to small changes in the supplydemand balance (<2%). However the plan for London is sensitive to moderate to large reductions in the supply demand balance – for example, due to additional sustainability reductions or
higher than expected impacts of climate change. Meanwhile the
future is full of uncertainty.
Resource options
In the immediate term, the company is pursuing a twin strategy
of proceeding with its demand management activities on the one
hand, and investigating in detail how best to enhance resources
in the longer term on the other. The need to act on the supply
side is established and agreed. WRMP14 recommends that the
following three long term options should be taken forward for
detailed study in the 2015-2020 period, to enable the best value
option to be identified for WRMP19.
❙ Regional water transfer from the River Severn: this could be
either by pipeline or canal and among the key issues Thames and
other stakeholders need to assess are: the impact on water quality and ecology; pumping costs and carbon; and the cost of third
party supply options.
❙ Reservoir: Thames is working on updating the costs of the
Abingdon reservoir option and where appropriate, reviewing
THE WATER REPORT
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Water UK and enhanced planning
WRMP14 advocates wastewater re-use schemes as the preferred
supply enhancement route through to 2040, based on largely minimising programme cost. But according to Chris Lambert, supply demand senior technical advisor, such a choice may not be
feasible in practice. “Under sensitivity testing, this resource fails
in some circumstances. Other options are more robust against
uncertainty. And resilience is all about uncertainty – on population growth and on climate change, the possible variations are
very large. The existing methodology does not deal well with
deep uncertainty, only mild uncertainty.”
In light of this limitation with the existing methodology, the
scale and uncertainty of the supply demand balance in its area,
and the promotion of resilience on the water agenda since the
passage of the Water Act 2014, Thames would like to see changes
made to the high level strategy and framework for the long term
planning of water resources in England.
It is not alone. Water UK is leading work to develop an enhanced water resources planning methodology. It is expected
shortly to publish the terms of reference for an extensive project
to scope out a new long term planning framework for water resources 2015-65. There is consensus on the need for a fresh approach across the industry and both Ofwat and DEFRA are on
the project’s steering group. According to water resource stakeTHE WATER REPORT	

Minimum resilience standards
Thames is also keen to see DEFRA deploy a power written into
the Water Act by the last government, giving the secretary of
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past site selection work. Other factors to take into account include the long lead time, planning policy issues, and whether the
higher initial cost of this option is justified because it will provide
greater resilience.
❙ Wastewater reuse: this option offers lower initial building
costs but potentially higher operating costs. Thames will scrutinise this trade off, along with customer acceptability, treatment
technology options and resilience risk, and the risks posed by
using relatively novel technology at the scale required.

holder lead Simon Hughes, this has the potential to be “a game
changer for water resources management planning”.
The new methodology would firstly enable companies to plan
for rainfall scenarios not experienced in the 90 year window between 1920 and 2010 which is the period currently considered to
offer a “reliable historical record” . Hughes explains: “There was
no three year drought in that period, so we can’t plan for one.
But there is no reason why a three year drought isn’t possible.
If you look back beyond 1920, we have experienced three year
droughts before, and with climate change, summer droughts
could become even more extreme.” (see chart below).
Hughes would welcome the ability for “consistent, objective
assessment on any type of drought happening”. An enhanced
methodology should take account of longer term past and artificially-generated future drought scenarios which would likely
demonstrate that risks could be much greater than previously
planned for.
The intention is also to double the length of the period companies currently plan for – from the current 25 to 50 years. Thames
adds that it can see the benefit of a statement on water availability
throughout the UK for at least the next 50 years, published by
the Environment Agency in a similar way as they do for flood
risk. Companies could use this evidence base to undertake their
planning.
Lambert says the new approach should also address the existing methodology’s bias towards least cost solutions. He says: “The
least cost approach was formed in the late ‘90s, early ‘00s. We were
not then facing the significant uncertainties we are today.”
Aylard develops the theme. He explains the work is well timed
in light of the upswing in interest in the water sector’s resilience.
“The word on everyone’s lips is ‘resilience’. If you are going to
get something to happen in practice, you’ve got to understand
what you want to achieve. There are lots of techniques available
to allow you to make good decisions about what might happen.
That’s one of the great values of the Water UK project, that it
will enable us to factor in change on key things like the level of
population growth, the state of our assets and climate change.”
Thames in particular would like to see a framework developed
that allows an adaptive response whereby triggers for investment
are identified and planned for, particularly for long lead time
schemes. It says such an approach would allow companies to develop their WRMPs to objectively reflect the risks affecting their
supply area and would drive a collaborative approach between
companies and other sectors where needed.
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state the ability to set service standards water companies must
deliver. DEFRA has said this is a complex judgement and that it
is mulling whether and how to enact the power. Aylard says the
specifics are clearly “a matter for the minister” and will depend
“how comfortable the government is managing environmental
risk”. But that Thames would like to see minimum levels of service set which companies could go beyond, should their customers wish it.
This would not restrict customer choice – should customers
want to invest more to reduce the risk of a supply restriction, for
instance, they would be free to do so. But it would enable companies to invest confidently to deliver baseline resilience and to
address environmental risks that could be well off the customer
radar. Aylard comments: “Customers simply don’t always have
this sort of thing front of mind. They cannot envisage London
running out of water, but we can. I doubt whether United Utilities’ customers saw cryptosporidium coming.”
Hughes goes on to spell out Thames’ belief that the minimum
levels of service set should vary according to the economic nature of the area in question. “For a small rural economy, a one
in 200 probability of an annual restriction might be acceptable,
whereas an urban economy, where the costs of failure could be
greater, might need a higher level of service – say a one in 1000
probability.” Companies could draw out the dependencies of the
different sectors they serve too. Much of the UK’s commercial
agriculture is based in Anglian Water’s area, for instance, while
Thames of course is responsible for supplying the capital’s economy.
Thames stops short of making London a special case – Hughes
stresses regional economic centres are vital in their areas – but
it does emphasise that a supply restriction in London, the seat
of government and a city of global influence, would deal a blow
to the heart of the UK economy. Aylard explains: “There are just
so many eggs in London’s basket. Water use restrictions are normally seen in terms of social inconvenience – a hosepipe ban

is a good example. But an Emergency Drought Order would be
very different. We’d make sure households had enough for health
and hygiene, but supplies to places like computer cooling rooms
and hotel laundries would be affected and the economic impact
would be massive.”
The company is studying the consequences and costs of supply restrictions in London. It is work in progress, but the early
numbers are phenomenal: a level 3 restriction (temporary use
ban/Drought Order) would cost £9.5m a day, while a level 4 (rota
cuts/ Emergency Drought Order) would cost around £330m a
day. Hughes stresses it’s not just the rich financial institutions of
the City we should be worried about. “For a small business, if
you can’t trade for a period it could be fatal. Some need every
day’s takings to survive, and remember that these are businesses
that are sometimes financed by loans on people’s homes. When
there’s a flood, it tends to be followed by a massive injection of
insurance money, but there isn’t usually any insurance to be had
from a drought.”
Lambert adds: “The last time the industry faced the prospect
of supplies running out was in 1995 in Yorkshire. The solution
there was to tanker supplies in, but you just couldn’t tanker supplies into London. The demand is too great, it’s just not feasible.
We’d never recover from it – us, the government, business. The
financial sector is pretty mobile, it could opt to relocate.”
Planning guidelines and National Policy Statement
Aylard sets out two further changes Thames would like to see
made to the strategic framework for water resources planning.
First, a more flexible water resources planning guideline. This
is jointly produced by the English and Welsh governments, the
Environment Agency, Natural Resources Wales and Ofwat and
contains guiding principles for companies when they produce a
WRMP. The parties are due to consult this month on updating
the guideline. Aylard comments: “We’ve reviewed the existing
guidelines and identified areas for improvement. Currently the

WRMP14
Baseline demand in the Thames region is forecast to increase
TABLE 2: Water resources programme for
by more than 250Ml/d over the 2015-40 planning period, while
London 2015-40 (benefit in Ml/d)
baseline water supplies are forecast to reduce over the plan2015-20 2020-25 2025-30 2030-35 2035-40
ning period by 90Ml/d due to the impact of climate change
and 21 Ml/d due to sustainability reductions. Table 1 shows
Demand management savings
106.7
90.6
15
8
8
Thames Water’s supply demand balance in each of its water
Resource
development
increase
42.9
36.9
195.9
195.9
199.4
resource zones through to 2040.
London will clearly be the hardest zone to manage. The
further 94Ml/d to 571Ml/d; to increase meter penetration from 28% to
WRMP specifies the programme set out in Table 2 for the capital.
70%; and to double the volume of water saved through water effiIn the short to medium term, demand management is being heavily
ciency work to 38Ml/d. After that the company says it is likely to get to
leant on. In the next decade, Thames plans to reduce leakage by a
a point where it is not economically viable to go further on managing
demand so it will need
table 1: The supply demand balance in each of the water resource zones to enhance its resources. WRMP14 sets out
Water resource zone
2011
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
that wastewater reuse
London
18.8
-59.4
-132.7
-213.1
-291.7
-361.1
-415.9
will provide the lion’s
Swindon and Oxfordshire
37.34
27.08
-0.14
-12.05
-21.30
-26.70
-32.66
share (150Ml/d from
2025 onwards), though
Slough, Wycombe and Aylesbury
21.47
11.57
7.93
4.89
0.77
-2.60
-6.09
this may well change
Guildford
6.85
0.85
0.06
-1.14
-2.14
-2.85
-3.80
by the time WRMP19
Henley
5.32
5.14
4.76
4.31
3.80
3.26
2.67
is drawn up (see main
Kennet Valley
41.25
26.05
21.68
16.38
11.41
7.84
5.49
article).
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guidelines are very prescriptive, but circumstances
of water companies in the south east are very different from those in the south west, north west and north
east. There isn’t the flexibility to recognise the need for
local differences. We’d like new guidelines to move away
from the prescriptive approach so companies can develop plans
better suited to the uncertainties they face.”
Second, a long running argument supported by Thames is
the need for a National Policy Statement for water. According to Aylard, a water statement was envisaged at the time the
National Planning Policy framework was created, but a lack of
perceived need meant one has not yet emerged. But in light of
the new resilience focus, Thames and others who feel a statement would be beneficial have been pressing the case. “A
statement could set the context to do many things,” Aylard explains. “For us, it could establish the need for
a new major resource. A statement, which had been
publically discussed and approved by Parliament,
would mean we wouldn’t have to revisit the ‘need’
principle so we could get through the planning
system quicker.”
He cites the example of the Thames Tideway
Tunnel and says wastewater policy was instrumental for
getting the project moving; “otherwise we’d probably still be debating the need”. Aylard adds DEFRA is looking closely at the
case for a water statement and, in light of the new resilience duties, Thames feels it is “pushing at a half open door”.
The government’s launch last month of a National Infrastructure Commission may potentially help Thames’ resource cause,
in throwing a spotlight on the need for national infrastructure
in the round. Thames Water chief executive Martin Baggs has
long been involved in the debate, advising the Armitt Review of
Infrastructure on water issues. He is understood to be involved
now with National Infrastructure Commission under chairman
Lord Adonis.
Next steps
Thames is underway with a large programme of economic, practical, environmental and technical investigations of its three key
resource enhancement options. Lambert explains that these are
scheduled to be largely complete by mid 2017, after which the
company will spend around six months developing its preferred
plan. It will submit a draft WRMP19 plan to DEFRA for public
consultation in early 2018. It will then prepare a statement of response following a 12 week consultation period, and aims to be
promoting the best value investment by the end of 2018.
All the while Thames is engaging extensively with stakeholders
both in and out of region. For two years it has convened a Water
Resources Forum, open to a whole host of interested parties from
in and around the area. The group was established following experience in preparing WRMP14 and the work continues as the company now explores its resource enhancement options in detail.
Lambert explains regular attendees include local authorities, other local water companies, environmental NGOs, action
groups and large customers; one representative per organisation
is permitted, and the Forum works towards carving out common
ground and expressing differences of opinion clearly, openly and
from an informed position. “The debate can be heated, but is constructive,” he observes.
THE WATER REPORT	

Thames also participates actively in Water
Resources South East, a
group which includes the
six water companies, Defra, Ofwat, the Environment Agency, Natural England and the Consumer
Council for Water. The idea is to ensure individual
company strategies are developed in the context of what
is appropriate at regional level. It is a similar initiative to
the Water Resources East Anglia approach being spearheaded by Anglian Water, one key difference being large customers in Thames’ region tend to be treated water users (for
instance, the hospitality and finance sectors) rather than raw
water users (farmers and land managers) in East Anglia. Lambert observes the two regions sit together well in this regard
and that some water companies sit on both groups: “There may
be an opportunity to share water; there is a huge opportunity
to share ideas”.
As we report on pages 8-11, WREA is exploring the possibility of multi sector financing of a new water supply asset for East
Anglia. Given its recent experience with the Tideway Tunnel,
Thames would be interested in exploring the possibilities for
competitively tendering the delivery of either a transfer scheme
or reservoir (it considers wastewater reuse too much a part of its
wider operation to outsource).
Ofwat or Defra would need to specify any such project as one
for an Infrastructure Provider to undertake, but Aylard says a
similarly low cost of capital to that achieved for Tideway (2.5%)
is feasible. “Tideway was backed by government guarantee
against exceptional risks, but that was because it’s a tunnel deep
under London and investors have a colourful imagination. If
we built a transfer pipe, for instance, the risk would be lower.
It would go somewhere under the Cotswolds, not under Tower
Bridge and the Jubilee Line. Likewise a surface project wouldn’t
need any sort of government backing. Potentially a similar cost
of capital could be achieved for a competitively tendered supply asset as for the Thames Tideway.” TWR
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Leakage:
challenges
continue
but context
is changing

Resilience, the customer agenda and market
reform will bring new challenges and opportunities
for companies as they battle leaks. A report from
Water UK’s 16th annual Leakage Conference.

L

eakage does not exist in isolation
and the water industry’s ongoing
battle against it looks set to be renewed in the years ahead in light
of a changing policy landscape. That was
the key message emanating from Water
UK’s 16th annual leakage conference,
which took place in Birmingham last
month.
Superbly chaired by Thames Water’s
chief executive Martin Baggs, the event
brought the industry together with regulators, consumer representatives and
many other stakeholders to discuss the
latest developments in leakage and to
scan the horizon for what’s coming next.
There was a sense that, while at an operational level the challenges of preventing
water loss remain constant, the backdrop
is changing – bringing with it both new
challenges and new opportunities.
Resilience
The most obvious policy development
relevant to leakage is the new emphasis

There is a dichotomy
between companies’ achievements on targets and what
customers see when they
look at the figures.
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the Water Act 2014 has put on resilience.
Trevor Bishop, deputy director of water,
land and biodiversity at the Environment
Agency, warmly welcomed the shift from
what he called “a drought of interest” in
resilience related issues to the new position, which has seen both a new primary
duty to further resilience imposed on Ofwat and new powers for DEFRA ministers). “Leakage will be top of that debate,”
said Bishop, citing as an example the issue
of leakage during a severe drought of 2010
- 2012.
Ofwat director Nicci Russell explained
the regulator already has, and uses, a wide
range of tools to hold companies to account on leakage. These include agreeing
leakage reduction targets; offering rewards
and penalties (a maximum industry-wide
reward of £228m to a maximum industry
penalty of -£510m is available) through the
Outcome Delivery Incentive (ODI) mechanism; monitoring and publishing performance data (Russell confirmed Ofwat
would continue to publish annual leakage
data throughout this five year period); and
enforcement action – “we retain our role as
a safety net” she said.
However, she said the new resilience
duty “requires us to do more” – essentially, the regulator needs to move beyond removing barriers to ensuring greater resilience to actively promoting it. Russell said
she was two-thirds through a tour of all
the water companies to discuss resilience,

including how this might be measured.
This is work in progress, with a final approach on resilience due from the regulator in December. Its decisions will almost
certainly have implications for leakage
management.
Customer agenda
Policy currently favours putting the customer in the driving seat on water prices,
service and investment. Research consistently shows tackling leakage is important
to customers, can affect their wider satisfaction levels, and is a priority if customers are also to be asked to reduce their
own consumption. However, Deryck
Hall, the Consumer Council for Water’s
head of policy and research, pointed out
that there was little appetite among customers to pay more to reduce leaks the
last time it researched the issue. Hall commented that possibly this sentiment may
change should the economy improve and
customers feel the pinch less. However, in
the absence of that, innovation may need
to be relied on to deliver more for less.
The conference debated whether there
was an inherent tension between keeping
bills down and delivering more on resilience, including on leakage. Those who
commented displayed mixed opinion.
Ofwat’s Russell said part of the regulator’s
work on resilience involved taking a longer term view and making it clear that to
be efficient is to be resilient.
In terms of customer engagement,
Ofwat has signalled, with broad support
from companies, that PR14 policies will
be further developed going forward. Hall
urged companies to engage even more
broadly and deeply on leakage going forwards: to explain the issues, raise awareTHE WATER REPORT
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ness, encourage customers to view leakage as a shared responsibility (that they
have a duty to report leaks, for instance),
and generally “to do more than you have
been doing”.
The sentiment was echoed by Bishop,
who advocated a “change of gear” in the
way customers are engaged. He cited a
case from California where the future of a
reservoir was decided by a popular e-vote.
He also praised the handful of fly-on-thewall documentaries that have been on
television recently for raising public interest and awareness of water and wastewater issues and suggested slick sales and
marketing expertise from outside the sector could be employed to better inform
and engage customers.
Hall’s presentation went on to challenge
the industry and the regulator on whether
they are doing enough to satisfy customers on reducing water lost through leaks.
He pointed out that while companies
were by and large meeting their leakage
targets, total leakage was creeping up for
reasons uncertain and that half of companies had made no overall improvement
in the past five years. “This won’t sit well
with customers,” he explained. “There is a
dichotomy between companies’ achievements on targets and what customers see
when they look at the figures.”
A more engaged customer base could
become a more demanding customer
base, which would mean challenging
times ahead for companies.
Market reform
Although not immediately obvious and
hitherto little discussed, policy to introduce more competition and markets into
the water value chain has implications
THE WATER REPORT	

for how water companies manage leakage. Baggs raised a number of pertinent
questions on this theme throughout the
Leakage event. Will retailers be interested
in or incentivised to drive down leakage?
How can wholesalers in a post 2017 market (where retailers own the customer
relationship) engage with businesses on
leakage and network management issues?
And how would further wholesale price
control separation fit with company initiatives to manage water (including leakage) holistically?
Consultant Stuart Trow who has
worked with Scottish Water and WICS
as a leakage reviewer since 2009 gave a
detailed and thought-provoking presentation on the issues market separation
has posed for leakage management in
Scotland, and how companies in England
stand to be affected (see box p18).
The Environment Agency’s Bishop
highlighted too that abstraction reform
will impact leakage handling. The current abstraction system was established
in 1964 and is being updated so it can
“respond dynamically to enable access
and allocation of water under a more uncertain future”. For leakage, abstraction
reform will reinforce requirements for efficient water use and provide commercial
drivers for users to waste less.
Leakage and PR19
Ofwat is in the foothills of developing its
approach for PR19. It published a suite of
discussion documents under the Towards
Water 2020 banner in the summer, with
a view to draft proposals by the end of
the year. A firmer view on its approach
to resilience is also due in December. Its
approach on leakage specifically will be

affected by these wider choices, and take
place within the framework of the broader policy contexts outlined above.
At present, the cost of fixing a leak is
weighed against the cost of not fixing
it, with customer views underpinning
decisions on how far companies go. The
cost of not fixing a leak includes environmental damage and the cost of developing new water resources to compensate
for the water lost through leaks. This approach, the sustainable economic level
of leakage (SELL), was reviewed in 2012.
Ofwat, DEFRA and the Environment
Agency jointly commissioned a report
to fulfil a commitment in the 2011 Water
White Paper to review the SELL. However, Bishop noted that limited progress
had been made at PR14 to implement
the report’s 47 recommendations, but
that there was scope for better implementation and prioritisation at PR19.
He commented on the full integration
of the SELL with Water Resource Management Plans; on whether the least cost
route was still applicable, and on the progressive approaches being taken by both
economic and environmental regulators
to liberate innovation. Hall meanwhile
raised a fundamental issue on the SELL
approach: given consumers continue to
consider leakage a significant issue, is
maintaining leakage levels to meet SELL
enough or should more be done?

Shared learning and research
In the spirit of sharing information and best practice,
a number of the presentations at Water UK’s Leakage
2015 event involved company specialists and others
sharing their learnings and experiences with their peers.
Among those who contributed were:
❙ Anglian Water’s regional optimisation manager Andy
Smith and leakage data manager David Jacobs on
how innovation and collaboration will deliver Anglian’s
leakage ODI.
❙ Southern Water’s regional operations leakage
manager Phil Tapping and leakage strategy manager
Andrew Bardsley on leakage lessons learned from the
company’s universal metering programme.
❙ Northumbrian Water’s technical consultant Dennis
Dellow on new research on the impact of pressure
transients on the failure of buried pipelines (with Imperial
College London). Dellow also updated delegates on
UKWIR’s current and 2016/17 planned leakage projects.
❙ Dwr Cymru’s water demand manager Andy Blackhall
on “gameifying” field operations – its experience developing a decision support tool for leakage detection.
❙ Tynemarch’s associate director Alan Cunningham on
maximising data value in network event detection.
November 2015
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Elsewhere, Baggs articulated one key
question for water companies as leakage
is considered ahead of PR19: will the approach be one of short term find and fix
to keep bills as low as possible, or pay a bit
more now to invest for the future? Ofwat’s
Russell said Ofwat would support longer
term investment if customers backed it.
A question from the floor threw up another key question: would any provision be
made to standardise leakage reporting and
make companies’ performance on leakage
easier to compare? At PR14, ODIs were set
following company discussion with customers. While on the upside this meant customer views formed the basis of company
action area to area, it has led to a variety
of approaches across the industry. Russell

acknowledged the issue, observing that
around 500 outcomes are in place across
the sector and that green NGOs for instance
had remarked on the difficulty this posed
for comparing environmental performance
across the country. She said the issue was
“not easy to resolve” though, as the ODIs
had been set in discussion with customers
locally – a policy Ofwat is keen to uphold.
Dark art
As all these issues and more are considered, it is worth noting (as was masterfully described by Northumbrian Water’s
network optimisation team manager John
Douglas at the Water UK event) that leakage reporting is fiercely complicated. It
requires knowledgable staff, diligent data

maintenance and a thorough understanding of complex technical processes including three calculation methods – and
even so remains something of a “dark art”
that it is sometimes difficult for other water company staff to master, let alone customers. It is not a simple case of put more
money in and get less water loss out.
The conference heard that more accurate and more granular data would be
enormously valuable going forward. And
that less complex and more standardised
reporting – “one version of the truth” –
could only be beneficial. TWR
❙ Water UK would like to thank all speakers
and participants from its 16th annual Leakage Conference.

Market separation: issues for leakage management
English water companies are unlikely to have leakage management front
of mind as they consider the mountain of work they face between now
and 2017 in preparing for the opening of the business retail market. But a
presentation at Leakage 2015 by consultant Stuart Trow, who has extensive experience working in this area in the Scottish market, gave delegates
cause for thought. He said that while the benefits of retail competition in
Scotland have been significant, separating services off from Scottish Water
for licensed providers (LPs) to perform – including billing/credit management, meter reading, operational call handling, customer management
and new connections applications – had posed multiple challenges for
the wholesaler on leakage management alone. He listed the following:
❙ Challenges for leakage estimation: some consumption information may
be withheld from Scottish Water on the grounds that it is commercially
sensitive. This has affected how accurately the wholesaler can allocate
metered use to areas and time periods, and its estimation of unmetered
non household use. Limited access to property data has affected calibration of a non-household night consumption model using continuously or
intermittently logged night consumption.
❙ Challenges for operations: new operational requirements have come
into play in light of wholesale/retail separation. For instance, Scottish Water
must alert LPs 22 business days in advance where planned activities have
the potential to affect water services to customers. There are shorter
timescales for reactive, unplanned and emergency action. Also, because
Scottish Water doesn’t have direct access to some customer information,
it has been harder to keep data current – for instance, where a premises
has changed its use and a new consumption profile is developing, Scottish
Water may need to change the meter to allow the installation of a logger
to record the new flow pattern.
❙ Challenges for leakage delivery: Trow said access to meters and loggers
is often difficult for the wholesaler, which can delay issue resolution and
prolong leaks. LPs do offer leak detection and repair services, but these
may be reactive rather than proactive.
❙ Challenges for network pressure/management: pressure issue investigations have become more difficult. There have been particular problems in
Scotland with fire supplies and sprinkler systems. LPs do not have the same
incentives as the wholesaler to manage network pressures.
❙ Challenges for metering: because it is LPs who take meter readings, they
often have better information than Scottish Water about asset condition.
In the early days of the market, there were sensitivities relating to actual
volumes consumed by actual customers, but this has been overcome by
18
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anonymising points of consumption linked to grid references.
❙ Challenges for demand planning: Scottish Water has no direct route to
customers for asset/demand planning purposes; LPs need to interact with
their customers to provide forecasts to the wholesaler. Trow questioned
what incentives LPs had to find leaks; if these are insufficient, Scottish Water’s leakage target achievement may be affected.
❙ Communication challenges: the process of communicating with non
household customers is longer than under the previous direct relationship.
LP relationship managers often have little technical knowledge; meanwhile Scottish Water’s process for notifying customers of intended work via
a portal is often not picked up by the LP. Works can be cancelled at short
notice. Customers are sometimes frustrated they can’t get direct access
to Scottish Water; “this frustration is shared by Scottish Water when known
bursts take a long time to repair”.
Trow offered some examples of the increased complexities he outlined.
For instance, there was a major sports stadium whose hospitality and toilet
facilities ran out of water towards the end of matches. There were long
negotiations to determine the source of the problems and Scottish Water
ended up doing a lot of investigative work. Another example was that
when a ring main needed repair at a business park, there were multiple
property owners, occupiers and LPs to negotiate with and no central route,
which proved costly for Scottish Water in terms of both time and money.
Looking ahead to market opening in England, Trow noted the basic
model is the same as in Scotland, though there are significant differences
between the two geographies and markets. He identified a number of
opportunities and long term benefits the market looks set to bring south
of the border, but noted also that England will be significantly more challenging than Scotland, because of its size and the far greater number of
customers, wholesalers, retailers and boundaries between companies
involved. On the positive side, he said Scottish Water had managed in the
seven years since the market opened to overcome most of the challenges
retail separation posed for efficient leakage management. To that end, he
urged all parties involved in opening the English market to prioritise data
assurance urgently, and for wholesale and retail staff to cultivate good
working relationships.
If Scotland’s experience on market separation and leakage management is replicated in other operational wholesale areas, companies have
far more than just the obvious market readiness tasks to be concerned
with. The costs and efforts required of currently integrated companies after market opening could go far deeper than immediately meets the eye.
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The Water Report is starting a new series of articles looking at
energy issues for water companies. Each article will provide a
board level briefing on an important energy issue that may affect
the industry, together with questions for directors to ask of their
energy teams. We kick off with cash-out reform.

O

n 11 November rules on
managing costs in the energy industry change. As
a result, in future some
energy companies and some customers will be hit by potentially large cost
spikes and – at least in the first few
months – those spikes are likely to be
hard to predict. Could your company be
affected?
The change arises because the electricity industry requires second by second
physical delivery, as well as instant management of the system to keep it within
specifications (frequency and voltage).
Although energy is contracted in advance
at various periods down to half an hour
before the instant of delivery, on the instant one party – National Grid – acts
centrally to manage over- or under supply and demand (all equally unwelcome).
To do that, it pays system participants
for services – it buys extra power, lays off
pre-contracted supply, asks customers to
respond or calls on other more-technical
services.
National Grid takes the cheapest options first and the total cost is charged
back to system users (described as the
“cash-out” process).
What does it cost? That’s what is changing. In the past, it was an average of the
cost of a large number of balancing ac-

tions – so cheap options brought the average down. Now, to place system costs
more firmly on those who cause them, the
price will depend on the 50 most costly
actions, potentially driving the price up
for those out of balance. That could put
the cash-out component of the energy bill
up by several hundred percent – in fact,
at this early stage there is little visibility of
how much the price could spike for those
who have to pay it.
That’s just the interim step. Eventually,
next year, cash-out price will be calculated
based on the single most expensive action
taken to balance the system.
Not every customer is at risk. Some
are on single tariffs, and here the energy
supplier will have to absorb the risk – although some lawyers suggest the rule
change could represent a change in law
that means any change can be passed on
even to flat-tariff customers – so check
your contract.
You are at some risk if your contract includes any element of pass-through costs
– again, check your contract.
And you are at significant and unquantified risk if you have any element
of buying, hedging or trading in your
electricity supply arrangements – and if
you generate on site and may export or
import power.
What’s the upside? There is one – fewer

Are your
energy
costs
about to
spike?

companies will pay cash-out charges and
companies have greater incentive to stay
in balance, so the overall system cost
should fall.
The new rules take effect in November:
it’s time to ask your energy procurement
department whether you are exposed to
cash-out risk, and how it has been managed. TWR
❙ Janet Wood is editor of New
Power, an expert publication
for energy specialists in utilities,
investors, contractors and major
user companies. See more at www.
newpower.info

Questions for your energy manager

Jargon Box

❙ Are we exposed to volatile balancing market costs in our
energy charging structure?
❙ What is the term of our energy supply contract and will cashout reform mean it must be re-opened?
❙ Can we quantify our possible cost exposure from energy
balancing market price spikes?
❙ What are we doing to mitigate that risk?
❙ How might we be able to benefit from the change?

❙ Balancing market – real-time energy market in which National Grid takes action to
keep electricity system in balance (buys extra power from generators, pays generators to switch off, offers payment for demand customers to use more or less, etc).
❙ Cash-out reform – energy regulator’s term for
changes in the charging structure of the balancing market.
❙ P302 – main modification to market rules that sets in place cash-out reform
❙ Pass-through costs – elements of energy bill that vary according to market
conditions, so customer bears any risk of cost increase.
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In Brussels this month:

EC comes round on
Circular Economy but still
lots to do on WFD revision
Circular economy
This month I can cheerfully report on
some tangible success in changing the
minds of the European Commission regarding its flagship Circular Economy
package, which will be published next
month. For a long time the Commission
just intended to focus on waste markets
and stimulating greater use of recycled
goods. But it is now very clear that we will
have some water-related measures in the
package.
Representatives from the UK water
sector and colleagues from all over Europe have spent many months ‘educating’ Brussels about the contribution water
and wastewater can make. We have talked
about nutrient recovery from sludge, in
particular phosphorous recovery, water
re-use, and energy recovery.
It is our understanding that the Commission will now support nutrient recovery from sludge. The Commission intends
to amend regulations on fertilizers so that

Neil Dhot is secretary general
delegate at EurEau, the
European Federation of
National Associations of Water
Services. Neil will be providing
an update from Brussels each
month.
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there is EU-wide recognition of the value
of organic-waste based fertilizers.
The Commission is also likely to announce action to promote reuse of treated
wastewater for irrigation, including legislation on minimum requirements.
Opinion is divided on whether there
really is potential for EU-wide markets in
these areas, but it is a good start to have a
framework across the continent.
Right2Water
In Brussels, you can also spend a lot of
time trying to ensure nothing happens.
I have written in previous months about
the Right2Water campaign and this issue
continues to rumble on. I was part of a European water sector team which attended
a recent workshop with the Commission
on water services benchmarks and transparency measures – which are among the
measures called for in the Right2Water
campaign. There was very little agreement
around the room and so far the Commission has shown no signs of intervening on
this issue.
Our aim has always been to ensure the
Commission does not react to political
pressure from a few MEPs and other lobby groups and to demonstrate the good
practise on benchmarking and transparency that already exists, especially in the
UK.
WFD revision and implementation
Finally, let’s look to the future. Recently
sector experts from the UK and all over
Europe got together to agree a wish list
for the revision of the Water Framework

Directive, which is already underway. I
am pleased to say that despite geographic,
political and ownership model differences, there was firm agreement on the key
issues.
Looking at the positives, water quality
has improved, bringing many benefits to
customers. We now have more and better quality monitoring and information
about the state of our waters. Thanks to
these factors and the River Basin Management approach overall, there is much
more transparency and increased stakeholder participation.
There are unfortunately also problems.
The definition of “good status” and the
“one out all out” principle must be reviewed and we need to communicate the
progress achieved. There also has to be
greater recognition that we can work as
hard as possible, but we are also working
with nature and status improves slowly
because ecosystems are slow.
The main problem is the lack of action
on agriculture and simply not enough
coordination to involve all stakeholders.
There is no feasible link to the Common
Agricultural Policy. Again on policy, there
is more integration needed between WFD
and the Drinking Water Directive. On
implementation, we need clearer definitions for exemptions so they can be used
more.
The EU is very serious about this Directive’s implementation. Member States are
being taken to court for infringements,
which is painful for everyone involved.
No doubt we will be covering the latest on
the WFD in future issues. TWR
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Food for thought

EU water management policy is
bound up with agricultural policy
and needs to be viewed in that
context, writes Paul Vine.
Around 1.2 billion people live in
areas of physical scarcity – without
enough water to meet demand,
and another 500 million are approaching this situation. A further 1.6
billion people face economic water
shortages, with countries lacking the
infrastructure to deliver water from
rivers and aquifers. And, if current
consumption patterns continue, two
thirds of the world’s population will
live in water stressed areas by 2025.
Over and above this, where water
is available, some sources estimate
that as much as 80 per cent of global wastewater is discharged back
into the environment untreated – a
grim picture indeed.
The future of agriculture is closely
bound to the resolution of these
challenges as agriculture accounts
for the major share of global water
consumption and is one of the
main contributors to diffuse pollution. In the EU, about one third
of all fresh water withdrawals are
accounted for by agriculture along
with a significant portion of rainfall.

Water management tools

The generic tools commonly used
to improve water management
are to increase efficiency/reduce
losses; use alternative sources of
water; and ensure efficient allocation. The 2014 to 2020 Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) promotes
more efficient irrigation methods.
The re-use of water (for example,
grey water from waste water treatment or industrial installations, only
present to a limited extent in the
member states) has also emerged
a serious option for EU agriculture.
Given how effective this is in
some countries – like Israel – reTHE WATER REPORT	

use offers interesting possibilities.
However, the European Commission believes that a potential
obstacle is the lack of a common
EU environmental/ health standard,
which would result in restrictions on the free movement of
agricultural products which have
been irrigated with re-used water.
A proposal for new legislation on
this was promised during 2015,
although the legislative process is
still at preparatory stage. A public
consultation was held in December
2014 and a working group to take
this forwards last met in March. So
it appears this option is a work in
progress for the time being.
Improving efficiency and providing alternative sources of water
are both attempts to increase the
available supply for agriculture.
Another method is to regulate
allocation more fairly, the classic
tool being pricing. The basic rule
under the Water Framework Directive is that the “user pays”. In the
EU, irrigation accounts for a large
amount of water use in agriculture
and the industry needs to address
the questions of how to recover the
high start-up costs of an irrigation
scheme, monitoring groundwater
use and – in some cases – unauthorised abstraction. The challenge
is that charging the industry for the
full external costs of agricultural use
would imply pricing significantly
higher than pure financial costs.
Some EU member states still
disagree that agricultural irrigation
or self-extraction should be a water
service under the Water Framework
Directive at all, and so argue there
is no need to apply the principle
of cost recovery. In fact, we see

a half-way house in a number of
member states who charge a flat
tariff which is simple and transparent but arguably – especially in
southern Europe where this is more
popular – does not give the right
incentives for efficient water use.

Innovation Partnership

While the above offer interesting
avenues for water management,
Europe is aware of the complexity
of these types of issues and that
outwardly simple solutions can
lead to inefficient and/or unexpected outcomes. To this end,
the EU has launched a number of
Innovation Partnerships of which
Water and Agricultural Productivity
and Sustainability is one.
In June 2015, a core group began making an inventory of water
management practices in the EU
at farm/local level; promising alternatives; the main challenges for
farmers; and any knowledge gaps.
While this is a positive start, the
fairly recent establishment of these
groups highlights how early the
EU is in the process of understanding – let alone managing – the
supply and demand of water in
agriculture.

Pollution

One of the key targets of the
Water Framework Directive is that
all water bodies in the EU should
achieve ‘good’ ecological and
chemical status by 2015. In March,
Karmenu Vella, EU Commissioner
for the Environment, Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, announced that
around half of the EU’s water bodies will not reach this status in time.
Gaps in monitoring the chemical
status of surface waters were also
acknowledged, with the chemical
status of over 40% of water bodies
unknown.
Relatively good progress has
been made in reducing point
source pollution and more focus is
now being given to diffuse pollution. An initial analysis of the March

Paul Vine is a partner at
global legal practice,
Norton Rose Fulbright
2015 assessments suggests that EU
member states do not feel that the
basic policy measures (as outlined
in the Water Framework Directive
and the Nitrates Directive) are
sufficient to tackle diffuse pollution.
This is important in an agricultural
context, because agriculture contributes most of the nitrogen load in
European waters.
In the UK, farmers who want
to invest in pollution reducing
infrastructure (like bio filters) can
apply for grants under the country
stewardship scheme, where water
quality is one of its two top priorities.
At EU level, the CAP also provides
policy incentives – a carrot through
funding and policy support for
green architecture and farming
techniques to mitigate diffuse pollution (for example, promoting buffer
strips to act as natural water retention areas); and a stick by means of
cross-compliance. This effectively
means that direct payments to
farmers under CAP are now linked
to compliance with certain environmental standards – for example
those under the Nitrates Directive.
While current issues – the EU’s
economic performance and
prospects, Grexit, Brexit and the
like – take regional headlines,
water management in all of its
aspects remains a huge challenge
and an emotional issue. The EU
has made significant progress to
date and water management
and innovation is a Horizon 2020
strategic priority, so we can expect
more in this space. However, there
is a considerable way to go, even
discounting the potential effects of
climate change. And the agricultural sector in the EU will play a key
role in any future solution. TWR
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Ross sets out vision for
regulatory evolution
Markets don’t necessarily mean competition,
and better customer engagement doesn’t mean
edging towards negotiated settlements.

W

hen Ofwat chief executive
Cathryn Ross delivered
her Beesley Lecture on the
evolution of the regulatory
model in water last month, she said there
was no cookbook on good economic regulation. Maybe that’s a good thing, as she
was clear that Ofwat wouldn’t be following a tried and tested recipe as it grapples
with “a more complex, more dynamic set
of challenges than it has at any point since
privatisation”.
Ross was, however, clear on the ingredients she would – and wouldn’t – be using.
She insisted: “We must now move… from
a model that was very much focussed on
the regulator, very much based on ex ante
rules and standards, rather administrative, one-size-fits-all towards a model that
is more customer-focussed in the widest
possible sense, more framework-based,
more ex post, more pro-market, more
proportionate and more targeted.”
In terms of specific implications for water regulation, Ross discussed three areas:
markets, customers and legitimacy.
Making more of markets
Ross reiterated Ofwat’s now familiar commitment to use markets more in pursuit
of efficiency. However, the detail of what
she said should have offered some comfort to those concerned by the potential
nature and pace of reform. Markets, she
said, did not necessarily mean competition. “I simply mean places where buyers
meet sellers and where transactions take
place. Nothing more or less. And I am not
using ‘markets’ synonymously with ‘competition’. Markets may or may not be competitive.” She cited the examples of trading
water and sludge, catchment management
and of new appointees delivering discrete
services to particular sites as examples of
markets in action.
Nor will Ofwat be forcing the issue:
“You will not see Ofwat taking a top down
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approach to the use of markets. You will
not see us going into a huddle, coming up
with a series of detailed market designs,
and imposing them on the sector, forcing
new pricing structures, or breaking up
companies (which we couldn’t do even if
we wanted to).
“What you will see us doing – what
we are doing – is taking sensible steps to
reveal those ‘make or buy’ choices and
to make sure that those faced with those
choices (as buyers or sellers) have decent
quality information for their decisionmaking.” In practice this will mean pushing companies to engage with the market,
through incentives and by removing barriers. The ultimate purpose is to tap into
the ability of markets to open up new possibilities, enable new choices, and reveal
information.
Role of the customer
Ross envisaged a much changed role for
customers, not as passive and homogenous recipients of service but as diverse
and integrally involved in the water cycle.
Rather like WICS (see report p4-7), she
spoke of water as very local and raised the
prospect of engagement at community
level: “Community solutions seem, intuitively, more likely to make sense.
But at that point the WICS and Ofwat
approaches diverged. WICS heralds the
success of Scottish Water’s direct negotiations with customers via the Customer Forum at the last price review and is
keen to expand on the model next time
around. Ross had reservations: “I do not
see us following some of the examples of
‘negotiated settlements’ that are out there.
Given the importance of companies owning and improving the relationship with
their customers, I am very uneasy about
a regulatory process that inserts a third
party – even if that third party is a customer representative body – into that relationship.”

She saw Ofwat’s role more “to encourage and reward companies who really get
to know their customers, who have the
difficult conversations with them about
relative priorities and intergenerational
effects. And do this in a way that cements
the ownership of customer relationship
with the company, in a way that is genuine, nuanced, responsive and dynamic”.
Ross’ discussant at the Beesley Lecture
was Stephen Littlechild. He challenged
Ross on her position on customer engagement, highlighting the success of the Scottish model. He pondered what her stance
meant for Customer Challenge Groups at
the next price review. “The implication
is, if you have CCGs again, it will limit
companies engaging effectively with their
customers.” He argued that much of what
Ross wanted to see in the sector could be
delivered by CCGs – for instance a CCG
could challenge a company to effectively
test markets.
Legitimacy
Ross insisted that the legitimacy of the
sector was the regulator’s business and
overlapped with its formal duties. This
required Ofwat to “put ourselves in the
position of being able to spot issues or
risks early, and raise them with specific services providers or with the sector early, quite possibly in ways that do
not involve the formal regulatory tool
kit”. That meant being better informed,
“horizon scanning” more, and working
with other stakeholders. The regulator
concluded by saying this package of
evolution was already underway, with
PR14 a good indicator of the direction
of travel and more to come. That inevitably meant Ofwat changing too. “Our
strategy, this new regulatory model, is
underpinned by a substantial business
transformation programme, designed
to ensure we have the right mix of skills
and experience to take forward this ambitious agenda and – in the light of the
inevitable additional challenges from
the comprehensive spending review –
make the most effective use of every last
ounce of available resource.”. TWR
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Windfall cost/benefit
pass-through carries risk
Ofwat came in for heavy flak last
month when the National Audit
Office published a report on The
economic regulation of the water
sector. Although this was complimentary to the regulator in many
respects, what grabbed the headlines was the NAO’s estimate that
companies made net gains of at
least £800 million between 2010
and 2015 because of unexpected
falls in borrowing costs and the
corporation tax rate. “We consider
that the price cap regime does not
balance risks appropriately between companies and consumers,
and so does not yet achieve the
value for money that it should,”
the Office said.
The auditor did acknowledge
Ofwat had made moves to address
the imbalance at PR14, with more
gain sharing and bill reductions
of £3bn compared to companies’
proposals (and by 5% on average
over the next five years). It nevertheless made a series of recommendations for further action. It
said before PR19, Ofwat should:

❙ Clarify how customer engagement is expected to affect service
decisions and price limits and
support ongoing monitoring and
discussion by providing companies with greater clarity on how it
will use customer research alongside comparative information in
challenging companies’ proposals.
❙ Improve the transparency of
regulated companies’ activities,
particularly regarding tax matters.
“Ofwat should require regulated
companies to make information
about their financial structures,
tax arrangements and performance more accessible to their
consumers. It should also explore
the possibility of making the tax
affairs of water holding companies
more transparent.”
❙ Strengthen its monitoring of the
financial and corporate resilience
of water companies, building
on its consultation on its financial monitoring framework. This
could include setting common
standards for company stress tests

and increasing their visibility.
❙ Work with other economic
regulators, such as Ofgem and Ofcom, to assess how regulators can
best respond to developments that
affect multiple sectors
For the 2019 price review, the
NAO said Ofwat should:
❙ Look to increase the passthrough to customers of costs or
benefits which are outside companies’ control, such as general movements in taxation or borrowing
rates.
❙ Improve its understanding of
the costs of service delivery, to
help it assess what the activities of
an efficient company should cost.
The NAO noted: “In developing its
approach to costing, Ofwat should
take account of the Competition
and Markets Authority’s findings
on Bristol Water’s disputed price
determination.”
While there is little to dispute
on the final recommendation,
the idea of increasing cost passthrough to customers of windfall
gains and losses could be dangerous; in less favourable economic
conditions, which could be on the
horizon, customers could be hard
hit by having to cope with unforeseen burdens.

National Infrastructure Commission launched
Chancellor George Osborne late
last month launched the National
Infrastructure Commission – an
independent body focused on
long term strategic decision making to build effective and efficient
infrastructure for the UK.
He pledged £100 billion in infrastructure spending by 2020. Funds
from a suite of asset sales which
the Treasury expects to raise billions of pounds will be ploughed
back into infrastructure projects,
with more details to be announced
at the Spending Review.
The commission will produce a report at the start of each
five-year Parliament, offering
recommendations for priority
infrastructure projects. Its initial focus areas will be northern
THE WATER REPORT	

connectivity (particularly identifying priorities for future investment in the North’s strategic
transport infrastructure to improve connectivity between cities); London’s transport system;
and energy, particularly exploring how the UK can better balance supply and demand.
Led by former Cabinet minister,
Lord Adonis, the commissioners
will be:
❙ Lord Heseltine – the former
deputy prime minister who has
long championed the regeneration
of Britain’s inner cities through infrastructure investment.
❙ Sir John Armitt – the former
chair of the Olympic Delivery Authority, and next year’s president
of the Institute of Civil Engineers.

❙ Professor Tim Besley – a former
member of the Bank of England’s
Monetary Policy Committee and
the LSE’s Growth Commission,
which recommended an independent infrastructure body.
❙ Demis Hassabis – artificial intelligence researcher, neuroscientist and head of DeepMind Technologies.
❙ Sadie Morgan – a founding director of dRMM Architects and
design panel chair of HS2.
❙ Bridget Rosewell – a senior adviser at Volterra and former chief
economist to the Greater London
Authority.
❙ Sir Paul Ruddock – chairman
of the Victoria & Albert Museum
and the University of Oxford Endowment.

NEWS

IN BRIEF
❙ Director delivered: Mark
Salisbury joined MOSL on
2 November as director of
delivery, taking over from
Janice Smethurst, who has
been on secondment from
United Utilities since MOSL
was formed in February
2015.
❙ DEFRA changes: DEFRA
is one of four departments
that has agreed to cut
spending by an average of
30% over the next four years
as part of the chancellor’s
austerity drive. Separately,
Sir Philip Dilley, chair of the
Environment Agency, and
Andrew Sells, chair of Natural England, have joined the
Defra board in an ex officio
capacity.

❙ Merger cleared: the CMA
has given final unconditional clearance to Pennon’s
takeover of Bournemouth
Water. Meanwhile, Upstream Thinking, South West
Water’s catchment management scheme, is getting
to work on a new £11.8
million five year programme
in 11 catchments across
Devon and Cornwall.
❙ Utility Regulator board:
finance minister Arlene Foster appointed Jon Carlton
and Alex Wiseman to the
Utility Regulator board on
1 November for a five-year
term.
❙ Ever increasing: Everflow has become the 19th
licensed provider to enter the
Scottish business retail market.
❙ Tideway cost benefit: The
benefits expected from
the Thames Tideway Tunnel have been revised
upwards, according to a
DEFRA update last month.
Its whole life costs were put
at £4.1bn, while benefits are
put between £7.4bn and
£12.7bn.
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DEFRA delivers assurance letters
DEFRA has published the full text of the
letters of assurance that will be required
from all parties involved in designing and
running the new non household retail
market. The letters from part of the assurance process which aims to build mutual
confidence among all those involved in
the Open Water programme. They will
also inform advice to the secretary of
state, who will take the final decision on
market opening in 2017.
The principle underlying the assurance
framework is that the party responsible
for delivery of any part of the programme
is also responsible for providing assurance over its delivery. Formal letters are
sought of incumbent water companies,
MOSL, Ofwat and Defra at three stages in
the process.
❙ Phase 1 (February 2016) – Planning:
the planning phase letters require each
participant to provide formal assurance
that they have appropriate plans and
governance structures in place to ensure
delivery of their responsibilities. DEFRA
anticipates companies will provide a copy
of their programme plans and a summary
of the relevant milestones towards delivering the component parts. These will
be used to track progress at the interim
phase. DEFRA suggests the boards and
executives of responsible parties should
discuss the form of assurance required
and the nature of the evidence that will be
considered appropriate to support it as a
matter of priority.
❙ Phase 2 (October 2016) – Interim: the
interim phase letters require each participant to demonstrate they have reviewed
their progress against the plan and milestones, as set out alongside the planning

phase letter, and to confirm whether they
are on track to be ready for the opening
of the market. It is at this stage that any
cracks in preparations could start to appear. Participants are accountable for
accurately recording progress and for
flagging any risks and issues that they
consider may lead to slippage against
their plan.
❙ Phase 3 (February 2017) – Final: the
final stage letter requires each participant
to confirm that they have materially completed their programme to prepare for
implementation of the retail market and
that all the interim milestones identified
in their planning phase letter have been
achieved (or will have been when the
market opens). For water companies, this
involves confirming that they have successfully completed all market entry requirements including obtaining licences,
acceding to codes and completing market
trialling successfully. All parties will need
to confirm that they are not aware of any
issue for which they are responsible, that
would prevent their successful participation in the market.
There is a tiered approach to the assurance hierarchy which means that, at each
stage, deadlines are staggered to allow the
recipients of the assurance letter to take
account of the contents before providing
their own letters of assurance. Deadlines
are shown in the table.
Evidence and readiness condition
In terms of risks and issues arising, evidence of assurance will be crucial. Εach
party can choose the form of evidence
they consider it is most appropriate to
provide. This could include external in-

Deadlines for letters of assurance
Responsible party

Planning phase deadline

Interim phase deadline

Final phase deadline

Market participants

05.02.16

07.10.16

03.02.17

MOSL

12.02.16

14.10.16

10.02.17

Ofwat

12.02.16

14.10.16

10.02.17

DEFRA

19.02.16

21.10.16

17.02.17
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dependent assurance or expert analysis;
ιnternal expert or peer review; internal
process or internal data audit; management review; in-team peer review; or self
assessment. This raises questions about
whether all forms of assurance evidence
will be perceived as of equal quality by
stakeholders.
Water companies need to be mindful that on top of the formal assurance
framework demands, Ofwat intends to
incorporate a general readiness condition in both the current Instrument of
Appointment and Water Supply Licences.
The proposed condition is expected to
be implemented in December, and will
require companies to undertake reasonable activities including preparation of
data, development of their own systems
and processes, and participation in programme testing, readiness and assurance
activities.
How slippage and risks are identified
and managed is another critical aspect to
consider. Assurance letter signatories are
required to positively state they have not
identified any matters which have had or
are expected to have a significant impact
on their readiness for retail market opening. Where this is not possible, they will
have the opportunity to set out the matters that they expect to have a significant
impact on their readiness and will be required to set out appropriate action plans
for mitigation/recovery.
Data quality issues are widely expected
to pose the biggest issue on readiness.
MOSL has commissioned a paper on the
data lessons from Scotland and is understood to be setting up a special interest
group on data.
As a safeguard, DEFRA is planning
to set up an independent Assurance
Group to provide a route for external
scrutiny, challenge and debate from
a broad range of stakeholders. It said:
“This will expand the breadth of the advice provided to the secretary of state
beyond those directly involved in programme delivery.” TWR
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Ofwat consults on deemed
contract price and service terms
Ofwat is consulting until 30 November on the price and service
terms that will be available to non
household customers on deemed
contracts after retail market
opening.
Few customers currently have
contracts with their water and
wastewater suppliers because
these arrangements are covered
on a statutory basis. But after
April 2017, customers will be
able to switch to licensed retailers (WSSLs) who are not covered
by the same statutory provisions.
Normally, customers would be
expected to discuss and agree
contractual terms and conditions
with a retailer before supply commences, but Ofwat has identified
three main scenarios when this
may not apply and consequently
when a deemed contract will be
used. These are set out below, together with the price terms the
regulator has proposed in each
situation.
❙ Customers transferred during
retail exit: these customers will
lose their statutory protections
and may not have negotiated an
individual contract; they will account for the bulk of customers on
deemed contracts. Deemed contract price terms will be the lower
of either the default tariff at the
point of exit, or the retail tariff the
customer is on at the point of exit.

❙ Other exit situations: these

include when a new customer
surfaces in an area where the incumbent has exited and is allocated to a retailer under Supplier
of First Resort arrangements; and
a customer whose contract with a
WSSL has expired without succession provision. Ofwat said prices
should not be “unduly onerous”
– which means revenue should
not significantly exceed cost. The
regulator said it would not be “appropriate or practicable to link
directly the price terms to default
or retail tariffs. Much smaller

Interim supply proposals
Ofwat is also consulting until 30 November on the introduction of arrangements to address the situation where a WSSL ceases to supply its
non-household customers. Such arrangements are required to ensure
the continuity of affected customers’ retail services and to provide appropriate customer protections. Among other things, the consultation
looks at:
❙ The extent to which retail licensees should be permitted and/or
obliged to participate in the interim supply arrangements, and the
process for electing to be an eligible licensee (“opt-in”).
❙ The trigger events following which Ofwat would exercise its power to
direct an eligible supply licensee to continue the supply of affected
customers; and the process that would follow this – including on providing information to market participants.
❙ The basis on which an eligible licensee should be able to temporarily
suspend its election to be an interim supplier (“opt-out”).
❙ The various allocation mechanisms potentially available to Ofwat,
including how a market-based allocation mechanism could work.
❙ The obligations, terms and conditions that would apply in the event of
a retailer being allocated affected customers.
Ofwat plans to publish its conclusion in the first quarter of 2016,
together with a draft Interim Supply Code.

Retail preparation update
Work continues apace at Ofwat
and MOSL to prepare for market
opening.
On consumer protection, the
regulator has supplemented its
proposals on extending the Guaranteed Standards Scheme to all
businesses regardless of who their
supplier is with consultations on
deemed contracts and interim supTHE WATER REPORT	

numbers of customers would be
on these deemed contracts, and
they would probably have been on
a range of terms and conditions
before the deemed contract took
effect”.
❙ Customers requiring interim
supplies – for instance, because
their WSSL had folded. Ofwat
said prices should not be unduly
onerous – revenue should not significantly exceed cost – but may
reflect additional reasonable costs
associated with providing an interim supply (administrative cost
for example, or bad debt risk).

ply arrangements (see top story).
At the time of writing, Ofwat was expected imminently to
publish a paper on the 2016 non
household retail price control,
and to consult on licensing issues,
including on plans to introduce
a licence condition on market
readiness. It is also working on a
misselling code which is expected

to draw on the experience of other
sectors, and on proposals on payment and credit terms.
Since The Water Report’s interview with MOSL chief executive
Ben Jeffs last month, the company’s business plan has been signed
off and it has found new offices on
High Holborn. CGI is understood
to have published its central systems delivery plan, while MOSL
has progressed its work to appoint
testing and data partners.

The service terms Ofwat proposes in all cases are:
❙ terms and conditions published
on retailer websites
❙ no fixed minimum contract
term – customers free to switch
contract or retailer at any time
❙ termination notice – none required of the customer; three
months required of the retailer.
❙ no termination fees
❙ retailers must inform customers they are on deemed contracts
within two months of the contract
start date and regularly remind
them of alternatives.
❙ customers must be billed at least
twice a year.
❙ Ofwat is considering back billing and debt blocking as part of its
wider customer protection work,
and will align deemed contract
terms with wider measures.
The regulator is not proposing
special deemed contract price or
service terms for SMEs or micro
businesses but welcomes views. It
added: “We will monitor the development of competition and the
use of deemed contracts carefully,
including for market segments
such as SMEs and micro-businesses. If we judge that there are
particular issues affecting smaller
customers, we will consider additional arrangements to protect
them, which might include price
controls.”
The industry’s CIO Forum is
considering programme level risk
and a System Readiness Forum
has been established to discuss
system implementation issues.
Data issues are understood to be
the biggest challenge. According
to an update note on Open Water’s
website, MOSL has commissioned
a short paper on data lessons from
Scotland and is considering setting up a special interest group on
data.
November 2015
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The readiness is all
Technical, data and compliance
readiness is only one aspect of
what is required for a successfully
functioning market. Companies
ignore the organisational and
cultural implications at their peril.
A 2014 volume of the Journal of Applied Psychology, published by the
American Psychological Association, contained a paper entitled
What I experienced yesterday is
who I am today. Its focus was the
relationship between corporate
and individual motivations and
behaviours and the ways in which
behaviour is shaped by context.
The title neatly sums up the
cultural, behavioural and organisational challenge facing incumbents
as they prepare for non-household
retail market opening. Simply
transferring staff into a retail business
will not make them retailers any
more than putting a typical driver
into a Formula 1 car will make them
Grand Prix winners. Companies with
relatively low staff churn and little
experience of genuine competitive
markets are likely to struggle post
April 2017 unless they seize the opportunity to re-invent the enterprise;
recruit commercial retail expertise
and devote sufficient time to testing
how the re-modelled organisation
works in parallel with testing the
technology.
Preparations for non-household
retail market opening have, understandably, focused on matters of
technology, data, regulatory compliance and market codes. There
is much to do in these areas, and
ever-diminishing time in which to
complete the task. While articulating a useful set of questions, many
of which touched on the human
dimension, Appendix 6 of MAP3
(Supporting Company Readiness,
published in June 2015) framed
26
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them in the context of technology,
data, regulatory compliance and
competition law.
The context, set by consecutive
waves of published documentation,
is broadly technical and technocratic. But the preparation needed
at the organisational and human
level is complex and, in many respects, more difficult to undertake.

Organisation

One of the most obvious nontechnical areas to consider is the
organisational design itself and the
relationship between wholesale
and retail. It would be risky to think
of this only in terms of organograms,
functional relationships and “pay

The effort
required
to meet the
organisational,
cultural and
behavioural
challenges
needs, at the
very least, to
match that
being put into
technical,
compliance and
data readiness.

and rations”. In this space, companies need to ask themselves some
searching questions about their purpose and the means of fulfilling it.
People whose only experience is
from vertically integrated monopolies will not only find this difficult
but may actively resist exposure
to experience and insights from
other environments. How willing
are corporate leaders to introduce
new ideas that challenge the
status quo? How will they prepare
for and manage the tensions that
arise between steady as she goes,
risk-averse asset management and
dynamic, entrepreneurial retailing?
Retail banks faced similar dilemmas in the early 1990s. In an effort
to become more customer-focused
and retail-led, many recruited
marketing, customer service and
sales expertise from other industries. But they often did this without
explaining the rationale to the
existing workforce, the majority of
whom would serve out their entire
career in a single organisation. As a
consequence they felt threatened
by the new arrivals rather than embracing the opportunities offered
by alternative ways of thinking and
often caricatured newcomers as
reckless chancers.
Equipping the organisation
to prosper in the non-household
retail market is about having the
capacity to engage in fundamental discussion about what it means
for the organisation, the skills and
expertise it needs and about the
effect those new skills will have on
how people think about themselves and their role.
HR leaders have a responsibility
to be at the forefront of this debate
and should be making a proactive
contribution to shaping the organisational model for the reformed
market. In conjunction with their
communications teams they should
already be leading a programme
of activity across the organisation to ensure that staff at all levels
understand what is changing, what

Companies
could think
about involving
groups of staff
in simulation
exercises and
scenario role
plays that model
the post-April
2017 world
it means for the business and how it
works. Companies that think of HR
as, principally, a service function
dealing with “pay and rations”
risk operational failure at market
opening and strategic failure in the
long run, especially where multiple
retailers are competing for the best
talent.

Culture

Most organisations are protective of their culture and will go to
great lengths to protect it since it
defines who they are, what they
do and how they interact with the
external environment. In steadystate organisations with a stable
workforce and a history of promotion from within rather than external
hires, especially at senior levels,
cultures tend to be particularly
stable and persistent. The regional
nature of water companies adds a
further powerful dimension to their
cultures in so far as they reflect and
represent geographic as well as
corporate norms.
In 1992, John Kotter and James
Heskett noted the relationship
between an organisation’s culture
and its business performance. They
discussed the extent to which, in
certain circumstances, cultures
inadvertently limit performance and
the circumstances under which a
market discontinuity raises questions
THE WATER REPORT
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about cultural compatibility. This is
relevant in the context of nonhousehold retail competition.
Incumbents should already be
thinking about the implications
of the reformed market on their
wider organisational culture. They
should be planning and executing
a series of interventions now that
secure the ability of the culture
to deliver high performance in a
post April 2017 market. Culture
is notoriously difficult to change.
Defining what is required to meet
the challenges of the future
needs to be balanced against
an acknowledgement of “loss”. It
requires time, focus and care and
will experience set-backs. Letting
go, and enabling a retail business
to establish a distinctive identity,
will be challenging. It will have farreaching consequences not only
for the non-household wholesale
business, but also the residual
household enterprise.
Many of the potential new
entrant retailers are not encumbered by the incumbents’ heritage
or stable cultural norms. They are
typically entrepreneurial, flexible,
agile and highly focused commercially. While the market code and
successful implementation of the
central market system are essential
for the market to operate, it is the
existence of vigorous, dynamic and
energetic retailers that will make it a
success. Non-household wholesale
businesses must face up to this every bit as much as new incumbent
retail operations.

Behaviour

Consideration of corporate and
individual behaviour brings this discussion face to face with the idea
that “what I experienced yesterday
is who I am today”.
Individual employee behaviour is shaped by their history and
experience with the organisation.
Most, including many of those in
senior and leadership positions,
have no experience of any other
THE WATER REPORT	

People
whose only
experience is
from vertically
integrated
monopolies...
may actively
resist exposure
to experience
and insights
from other
environments.
organisation. All their yesterdays
have shaped how they go about
their work today, but are less useful
in thinking about how they will need
to approach tomorrow.
Many of the processes defined
in the MAP documentation require
people to execute them. To meet
the requirements for a level playing field, and to minimise the risk
of challenges under competition
law, a wholesaler’s staff need to
behave differently to today. For example: direct labour and contract
field technicians will not be able
to interact with incumbent retailer
customer service staff (as they
often do today) as though they
are part of a single integrated
business.
In this area, there is a substantial
job to do to interpret the MAP for
front-line staff and to work with
them to change what they do. This
may mean writing down process
flows and work instructions for the
first time and engaging in extensive
re-training. If it is started now there
is a fighting chance that new behaviours will become embedded, if
not second nature by the time the
market opens.
A further aspect of behaviour
relates to stakeholder expectations

of incumbents. It is probable that a
degree of dissonance will exist between how some new entrants think
incumbents will behave vs how
they actually behave. It may help
incumbents in their relationship with
retailers if they develop initiatives
designed to build confidence and
foster good faith between participants sooner rather than later.
Whilst the Code is prescriptive in many areas governing the
responsibilities and relationship
between wholesalers and retailers,
it says little about how companies
and individuals should behave.
Based on the Scottish experience,
suggestions for a Retail Code of
Practice have already been made
as a way of encouraging competitors to adopt mutually acceptable
behaviour. But, of course, companies do not behave independently
of their people and we have seen
all too clearly with LIBOR and diesel
emissions how fragile corporate
reputation is if an organisation’s
moral and ethical compass is incorrectly calibrated.

Design, test, evaluate

Technical, data and compliance
readiness is only one aspect of
what is required for a successfully
functioning market. Incumbents
need to do different things and
do things differently if they are to
be, and be seen to be responsible
wholesalers and smart retailers.
The effort required to meet
the organisational, cultural and
behavioural challenges needs, at
the very least, to match that being
put into technical, compliance
and data readiness. Indeed, it may
require even greater effort overall
between now and market opening
since, unlike technology, people
ask questions. They will want to
know and understand why they will
need to work differently and will
need to be comfortable with the
way in which the culture evolves
to meet the demands of the new
market.

Tim Burfoot is a partner
with management
consultancy Indepen
and is a specialist in
transformational change.
Companies should be engaging
their entire workforce in the market reform programme already. Staff across
the organisation should already know
what is changing and why and what
it means for the business as whole,
even if the direct personal impact is
not clear at this stage.
Where possible, the post-April
2017 organisation should already
be taking shape with different staff
groups being fully supported as
they come to terms with new ways
of working and changed internal
relationships. Regular evaluation of
how people are getting on, together with an exploration of the consequences for corporate reputation
if old organisational norms, culture
and behaviours persist should
ensure that change is something
staff experience rather than are
trained in. Training has an important
role to play but companies could
think about involving groups of staff
in simulation exercises and scenario
role plays that model the post-April
2017 world and help evaluate the
extent to which the organisation is
prepared.
Organisational, cultural and
behavioural change is difficult and
takes time. Some people, possibly
quite senior in some instances,
may find the demands of the
new market framework extremely
challenging. It is far better to find
this out before the market opens
when support and development
needs can be addressed from a
position of safety rather than wait
until too little time remains, or the
demands of competition make
the solutions more brutal than they
need to be. TWR
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Investors open
up to trading to
stave off more
extensive reform
Moody’s indicates increased sludge and
water resources trading is palatable,
but cautions new entry upstream carries
credit and debt refinance risk.

A

t its UK Water Sector Conference last month, Moody’s
made the case for limited
upstream reform, pursued in
dialogue with investors. It cautioned that
the sector’s existing financing arrangements could unravel if reform is extensive or if full consideration is not given
to business and financing risks.
Working with United Utilities and
consultants NERA and Oxera, Moody’s
scoped out three possible scenarios for
the development of upstream reform,
each introducing a different degree of
competition to incumbent businesses.
These are described below.
❙ Scenario 1 – increased trading. In this
scenario, there would be increased trading of raw water and sludge between companies. Dr Bill Baker, director and water
practice chair at NERA, said: “Sludge
trading is possible already and has happened once or twice. We expect trading to
be fostered through incentives and regulatory pressure.”
This reform option is most likely to be
implemented as part of PR19. Ofwat’s
summer Towards 2020 scoping papers
identified sludge and water trading as the
two parts of the value chain earmarked
to be opened up to greater competitive
pressure. Moody’s Stefanie Voelz, VP –
senior analyst, Infrastructure Finance,
observed increased trading would have
“very limited implications” on sector
credit quality, outside of the fact that
exposure to counter-party risk would
increase.
28
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❙ Scenario 2 – third party entrants to
provide new assets. Here, new entrants
rather than incumbent operators would
provide any additional water resources
and/or treatment capacity and sludge
disposal/treatment services that may be
required. The incumbents’ existing assets would remain operational, and would
not be subject to direct competition. New
entrants would operate alongside incumbents as parallel providers. Moody’s
observed: “This scenario can be accommodated within the current legislative
framework. Ofwat may introduce separate price controls along the upstream
part of the water and wastewater value
chain at PR19 to prepare for this scenario
at a later stage.”
The implications for incumbents of
this scenario are far less clear cut. Voelz
explained the financial implications could
be anything from relatively modest to severe, depending on how a number of crucial issues are handled (see commentary
below). Chief among these are how access
prices are calculated and how Regulatory
Capital Value (RCV) is handled. The issue
of access pricing was explored at the conference in detail by United Utilities’ chief
executive Steve Mogford, who proposed
an alternative to allocating RCV along the
value chain (see box – United Utilities on
pricing framework).
❙ Scenario 3 – full functional unbundling of the value chain. Under this
scenario, only the water and wastewater
distribution network would remain a
regulated monopoly, while all other ac-

tivities would be open to new entrants.
Moody’s observed: “In its ultimate form,
this transformation assumes a wholesale
market in which, for example, treatment
facilities would compete for business on
a ‘merchant’ basis, and/ or on a mix of
short, medium, and long-term contracts.”
Any such scenario is unlikely to materialise imminently. Baker said the Water
Act 2014 had not contemplated it, and in
fact that it would require “a fundamental
rewrite” of legislation. He was “sceptical
the gains would outweigh the costs”.
Moody’s pointed out: “However, while
neither the government nor the regulator
have indicated that our third scenario is
their desired outcome, it could be seen as
the logical conclusion of the first two. It
also corresponds to the end point of parallel reforms in other sectors such as energy and telecommunications.”
Key risks for incumbents
Should upstream reform scenario 2 or 3
be pursued, Moody’s identified a number
of credit risks that would emerge for incumbent companies.
❙ Changing business mix: Under scenario 2, the ratings agency explained that
an incumbent tendering for new investments in other regions might face a deterioration in its own risk profile if the
required works were very sizeable, particularly risky and/or the remuneration less
certain than its monopoly-based revenue
stream. On the other hand, an incumbent
facing new entrants will lose the opportunity to grow, and may see its RCV decline in the long run, if ageing assets are
replaced by more modern efficient ones of
new entrants.
Under a full unbundling scenario, only
the monopoly network services would
bear similar business risk to today’s incumbent. “The remaining activities…
would be at risk of cash flow volatility if
no long-term contracts for the invested
capacity exist.” Moody’s added that in all
scenarios, a detailed counter-party credit
risk assessment may become more relevant, particularly where smaller, financially less sound contract parties are relied
on for primary cash flow generation.
❙ RCV split? Unsurprisingly, splitting the
RCV across the value chain could have
profound negative implications. Because
the sector was privatised at a significant
discount to the replacement value of
the assets, RCV remains well below – at
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around 12% of – the so-called modern
equivalent asset value (MEAV). Whichever way you cut the issue, it’s difficult.
Moody’s scoped out some possibilities:
“Allocating the majority of the RCV to
contestable activities could leave very little value in the network business and call
into question its financeability. A split in
proportion to the MEAV asset allocation
applied to the RCV, while not as negative as full RCV allocation to contestable
activities, would still reduce the absolute
level of debt that the surviving monopoly
can retain if it is to maintain credit quality.
“Leaving the entire RCV with the monopoly activities may also not be without difficulties. Allowing a return on the
entire RCV, including assets now used
for contestable activities, on top of the
separate remuneration for the contestable activities, would ultimately result in
customers paying twice for the same upstream assets.”
Baker said simply that there is no easy
solution. He offered some “partial answers” including not separating the RCV
(the retail market offers precedent here as
the entire RCV will remain with wholesale businesses after 2017); using other
bases for access and trading prices – for
instance wholesale-minus-avoided-cost,
or LRIC (see UU box); or considering
small separations only. Because sludge
disposal and treatment represents such a
small part of the sector’s asset value (c1%
of sewerage assets on a net replacement
cost basis), he remarked it “is perhaps
possible to contemplate that separation”.
Baker pointed out that Ofwat’s access
proposals due next month will need to
set out an approach to the RCV-discount
question.
❙ Returns and asset stranding: Although
there would not be direct competition
with incumbents’ existing assets under
scenarios 1 or 2, should lower cost options
emerge in the reformed environment, the
regulator may toughen up incumbent cost
efficiency targets at price reviews. Moreover it is feasible to imagine incumbent
fixed costs exceeding the compensation
available through access prices, particularly where customer affordability issues
are also in play. Scenario 3 carries the distinct horror of asset stranding – “if new
and more efficient treatment technologies
replace existing treatment works that have
not reached the end of their useful lives
and companies have not fully recovered
THE WATER REPORT	

their investment, such sunk inefficient
costs may not be recoverable,” Moody’s
warned.
❙ Contract finance: Debt investors in
third party entrants and incumbents may
opt to finance assets over the lifetime of
a finite contract, and may require repayment over that time frame. This would
contrast with the perpetual refinancing
assumption under the existing regulatory
framework. Moody’s noted: “Funding
strategies may need to adapt accordingly,
with more use of amortising debt compared to the bullet repayment options
prevalent today.”
To what extent these issues come into
play, and how they are handled if they
do, will determine how significantly upstream reform impacts today’s water
companies. Should existing debt need to
be refinanced because of changes to the

sector’s structure, there would be a high
price to pay. Moody’s explained that water companies representing around half of
the sector’s RCV are currently subject to
highly-covenanted financing structures.
These contain embedded restrictions including, typically, on not abandoning any
part of the appointed business or allowing material changes to the licence. They
also commonly identify trigger events
which prompt distribution lock-ups and
additional creditor oversight, including
licence changes that would have a material adverse effect on companies’ financial
performance; and adverse government
legislation that could lead to a breach of
the financial covenant ratios embedded
within the terms of the financing structure.
Moody’s warned: “It is important to
note that any significant change in pri-

United Utilities on pricing framework
At the conference, Mogford argued a “big bang”
approach to upstream competition would not
be justifiable, but rather that more competition
could be beneficial if the Cave Review’s policy of
incremental change is pursued – “learning at each
step along the way about what works and what
doesn’t”. He said initial developments should be
focused on the parts of the supply chain where
there is most scope for competition – “we agree
with Ofwat that there is greatest scope in water
resources, and sludge treatment and disposal”.
Mogford evaluated each of the three scenarios
scoped out by Moody’s. He said increased trading
looked to have “obvious benefits” and that United
Utilities had been exploring a number of trading
activities. However, on full unbundling, benefits
seemed very unlikely to outweigh costs.
On third party entry for new assets, he said there
were potential benefits – if it is implemented correctly. “Transaction costs need to be kept low and
access pricing needs to be set in a way which
ensures that entry is encouraged where, and only
where, it provides for more efficient outcomes
and avoids wasteful asset stranding. We think that
this can be delivered. With the right framework, it
should be possible for industry to accommodate
some third party entry even while Ofwat makes
good its commitments on remunerating past
investments.”
Absolutely critical to correct implementation will
be getting the pricing framework right. Mogford
noted Ofwat is considering disaggregating prices
into different components of the value chain to
create greater transparency and price signals
in potentially competitive elements. That would
mean splitting the return across the value chain,
which he observed is often taken to mean RCV

will need to be split across the value chain too,
because it is the RCV that earns a return. But this
would lead to the counter intuitive result of high
prices in the north and west where resources are
plentiful, while in the water stressed south and
east prices would be very low. “The reason for this
pricing outcome is mainly that allocating the RCV
based on asset values will lead to companies with
reservoirs having high resource costs,” Mogford
explained.
Instead, he advocated a system whereby
access pricing for the network is set at total
wholesale average cost less incremental cost for
resources in each Water Resource Zone. Mogford
said: “This approach does not require RCV to be
split, nor does it require prices for each part of the
value chain. The approach will provide sufficient
scope for entry where it is efficient, and for water
trading. It will also ensure that existing assets are
not wastefully stranded, promises in relation to
historic investment can be kept, and prices for
customers benefit from the potential for new water
resources to be used where these can be delivered at a lower cost.”
Should Ofwat want to set price limits for each
part of the value chain, United Utilities believes
a “contracts for difference” approach, similar
to that applied in the energy industry to provide
scope for low carbon investments could work.
These contracts could provide revenue adjustments according to whether market prices would
deliver returns on existing assets which are too
low or too high – effectively protecting returns on
existing assets.
❙ Full details of the pricing approach can be found
at http://corporate.unitedutilities.com/documents/upstream-pricing-concept-paper.pdf
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mary legislation affecting the sector could
unravel companies’ financing arrangements…Consequently, significant changes to the industry structure, such as envisaged under our hypothetical scenario 3,
will likely require complex negotiations
between companies and their investors
before they can be implemented in the
context of the existing financing arrangements. Alternatively, they may lead to material refinancing requirements.”
Varied exposure
Incumbents’ exposure to upstream reform will vary. Companies with a higher
proportion of their assets or costs as-

Business and financial
risk implications need
to be considered before
legislative or regulatory
changes are implemented,
as adverse changes might
trigger covenant breaches
in the sector’s financing
arrangements.
sociated with competitive activities
would face a higher risk of potential asset stranding and/or cost-efficiency challenges. Moody’s research suggests the
greater reliance of north and west companies United Utilities, Yorkshire Water
and Northumbrian Water on reservoirs
(companies in the south and east rely

more on groundwater) increases their exposure. Of the WOCs, Affinty and Bristol
have a comparably high proportion of assets linked to water resources, and could
therefore also be exposed.
On top of that, companies’ asset age,
asset condition, level of interconnectivity and geographical location will drive
risk exposure. Moody’s found: “Areas of
water stress and existing or future high
population density may attract more
entrants to provide additional resources
and treatment capacity. While this could
expose companies serving the south
and east of England, a number of these
companies currently do not have a high
proportion of their assets and costs allocated to potentially competitive activities. Their exposure will therefore also
depend on how the access for new entrants is defined.
“Combining geographical needs and
asset/cost allocation, we could see increased risk for Affinity Water and Bristol
Water on the water resources and treatment side, while Southern Water and
South West Water could be exposed if
sewage treatment activities were to become competitive and the areas served
by these companies attractive to new entrants.”
Financing structures are of course relevant too, with highly-leveraged firms
more exposed to the evolving reform process. These companies have both restrictive financing structures and less flexibility to accommodate downside scenarios.
“If existing debt providers were unwilling
to support changes to the structure that
are legally required, repayment of the debt
could be necessary,” noted Moody’s.

The agency concluded: “In summary,
the sector’s credit quality will likely become
less homogeneous and direct comparison
across companies more challenging.”
Outlook
The sector waits for Ofwat’s December
Water 2020 proposals with baited breath.
Baker’s take is that sludge liberalisation
could be “fullest and fastest”, though
even here there are multiple hurdles to
address. He foresees more water trading
will be fostered, with potentially more
providers and open procurement of new
capacity in the 2020s. He suggested sewerage was not suited to trade or unbundling and that in this part of the value
chain “new sewage treatment works provision auctions look to be the limit”. In
the round, Baker said he expected “costs
to militate against more radical solutions” which will no doubt come as music to the ears of many.
Moody’s concluded: “To implement upstream reform while maintaining the sector’s historic access to low-cost and longterm funding, it will be important that all
parties, including investors, are engaged
within the debate and understand the
rationale for any changes. Investors may
decide whether or not to support reform
depending on their understanding of the
ultimate outcome as well as their appetite
for the resulting risk profile in the context
of available returns.
“Importantly, business and financial
risk implications need to be considered
before legislative or regulatory changes
are implemented, as adverse changes
might trigger covenant breaches in the
sector’s financing arrangements.” TWR

Upstream reform - should we be up for it?
NERA’s Baker remarked it would be “hard for there to be less” competition
in the water sector than at present. This is despite the fact that the Water
Act 2003 provided a framework for upstream competition. United Utilities’
Mogford put this down to four main factors: a pricing framework which
has lacked transparency and in many cases would not have enabled an
efficient competitor to enter the market; a regulatory framework which incentivised companies to invest in their own supplies rather than deal with
deficits through water trading; uncertainty about the gains from investigating the potential for selling water; and the economics of the water industry, including high transport costs and limited availability of new resources.
However, faced with a the supply/demand challenge resulting from the
twin pressures of climate change and population growth, the government
believes competition in upstream activities could help by promoting more
efficient use of a scarce resource and more innovation.
In evaluating whether markets should be promoted, Mogford said benefits must exceed costs.
30
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Economic consultancy Oxera has compared potential upstream
competition in water against parallels in other sectors including
energy, communications and rail. Benchmarked in this way, Craig
Lonie, partner at Oxera, said “the benefits in water are just as big, but
the challenges are greater due to a cocktail of circumstances”. In
economic terms, the upstream activities in water are comparable with
those of other competitive industries. In the cocktail though are the
RCV allocation issue, the fact that water is heavy and difficult to move,
and that asset lives in the industry tend to be long.
Lonie said Oxera’s observation for Ofwat was: “To establish net benefit,
it should focus its efforts in areas where benefits are near term and obvious
– water trading or new build where there is a supply imbalance or assets
have expired.” Oxera added: “Similarly, sludge treatment and disposal activities might be more conducive to competition in the short- to mediumterm as there are likely to be fewer interoperability issues and asset lives
tend to be shorter.”
THE WATER REPORT
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SUBSCRIBE NOW for detailed
analysis and insight on UK
water policy, regulation and
competition
Single subscription
(1 print copy per month,
for 12 months): £699
Corporate subscription
(5 print copies per month
plus an electronic copy for
unlimited distribution within
subscribing company, for 12
months): £1,999
SAVE £1,495 – equivalent
to less than £400 per
subscriber, plus e-copies
free.
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Getting
resourceful
Boosting water resources
calls for an array of new
tools. Anglian scopes out
multi sector finance and
Thames looks to a better
planning package
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❙ Moody’s conference:
investors open up to sludge
and resources trading but
warn of risks of wider reform.

INSIDE

❙ tim Burfoot on the
importance of cultivating a
retail culture.
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❙ Assurance letters: templates,
evidence and slippage.
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CITY CONFERENCE 2016
Wednesday, 2 March

Now in its 16th year, Water UK’s City Conference is
the foremost financial event for the water sector.

8.45am – 4.30pm
200 Aldersgate,
London EC1A 4HD
Contact Grace Williams
to book your place
gwilliams@water.org.uk
+44 (0)20 3772 8991
www.water.org.uk/events
@WaterUKEvents
#city2016

> Gain insight from senior industry leaders on the future shape of
the sector
> Take an active role in the wider debate on the strategic direction
of the water industry in the UK
> Hear the latest thinking on opportunities within UK water from
a range of key fund managers and analysts
> Use this unique opportunity to join senior decision makers over
a seated networking lunch

BOOK NOW
FOR EARLY BIRD RATE

Conference chair

“

Regulatory Keynote

“City Conference comes at a crucial time of
imminent change for the whole industry.
I look forward to an event which will explore
and provide debate on all the main issues
and give everyone an insight into what
the future holds.”
Liv Garfield
Chief Executive, Severn Trent
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Jonson Cox
Chairman, Ofwat

Media Partner

Charity Partner

